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mE FRASER-HORN AND APPLE PROPERTIES 

JOEL BERMAN AND W. J. BLOK 

ABSTRACT. We consider varieties r in which finite direct products are skew-free 
and in which the congruence lattices of finite directly indecomposables have a 
unique coatom. We associate with r a family of derived varieties, d(r): a variety 
in d(r) is generated by algebras A where the universe of A consists of a congruence 
class of the coatomic congruence of a finite directly indecomposable algebra B E r 
and the operations of A are those of B that preserve this congruence class. We also 
consider the prime variety of r, denoted ~, generated by all finite simple algebras 
in r. We show how the structure of finite algebras in r is determined to a 
considerable extent by ~ and d(r). In particular, the free 1Calgebra on n 
generators, F,v(n), has as many directly indecomposable factors as F,vo(n) and the 
structure of these factors is determined by the varieties d(r). This allows us to 
produce in many cases explicit formulas for the cardinality of F,v( n). Our work 
generalizes the structure theory of discriminator varieties and, more generally, that 
of arithmetical semisimple varieties. The paper contains many examples of algebraic 
systems that have been investigated in different contexts; we show how these all fit 
into a general scheme. 

The literature on free algebras in varieties of algebras is quite extensive. Most of 
the work done in this area, however, concerns the structure or cardinality of the free 
algebras in specific varieties, while only a few attempts have been made to develop a 
more general theory which might explain the structure of free algebras in certain 
classes of varieties in more general terms. For example, Quackenbush [1974] did this 
for discriminator varieties, and Plonka for regular varieties [1971]. Recently, Cornish 
[1983], using a categorical approach, described the free algebras in varieties whose 
algebras admit an involution operator. 

In the present paper we study a class of locally finite varieties whose finite free 
algebras are, to a considerable degree, determined by the finite free algebras in 
simpler varieties, naturally associated with the original ones. The class we have in 
mind consists of the varieties which have the Fraser-Horn Property (FHP for short) 
and what we call the Apple Property (AP for short). 

A variety has the Fraser-Horn Property if there are no skew congruences on any 
direct product of a finite number of algebras in the variety. If the congruence lattice 
of an algebra A has a unique coatom-i.e., is isomorphic to L E9 1, where L is a 
lattice with 0, I-then clearly A is directly indecomposable. A variety "f'" has the 
Apple Property if the converse holds as well for all finite algebras; that is, if the finite 
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directly indecomposables in "'Yare precisely the finite algebras whose congruence 
lattices have a unique coatom. If a variety "'Y has FHP and the Apple Property we 
say "'Y has FHAP. 

The first variety to be associated with a locally finite variety "'Y with FHAP is its 
prime variety ~, the variety generated by the finite simple algebras in "'Y. Under an 
additional (weak) assumption on "'Y it turns out "'Yo is in fact an arithmetical 
sernisimple variety. In this case the finite free algebras in "'Yo are direct products of 
simple algebras, and we show that the number of direct factors of the free 
n-generated algebra in "'Yequals that of the free n-generated algebra in "'Yo. We call 
the indecomposable factors of the finitely generated free algebras in "'Y the free 
directly indecomposable algebras in "'Y; they are free in a certain subcategory of "'Y. 
Since "'Y has the Apple Property the congruence lattice of such an indecomposable B 
has a unique coatom IX. The congruence classes of IX can be considered as algebras in 
their own right. These algebras give rise to a family of varieties, the derived varieties 
of "'Y. The focus of this paper is the relationship between locally finite varieties "'Y 
with FHAP and their prime and derived varieties, in particular regarding their 
respective finite free algebras. 

In §2 we formally introduce and discuss the Fraser-Horn and Apple Properties. In 
§3 we investigate the structure of the congruence lattices of the algbras in a locally 
finite variety with FHAP and characterize them. One of their main features is that 
they are dually pseudo-complemented. Interestingly, any finite algebra A with the 
property that its simple homomorphic images generate an arithmetical variety has a 
dually pseudo-complemented congruence lattice (Theorem 3.6). 

In §4 we define the prime variety and formulate conditions which guarantee it to 
be arithmetical and semisimple. We show that if "'Y has FHAP and is generated by a 
finite algebra B, then the finite simple algebras of "'Y all belong to HS(B). 

In practice it may seem hard to verify whether a given variety has FHAP. In §5 
two criteria are presented. The first one is of a global nature. It says that if "'Y is an 
arithmetical variety and all of its finite sub directly irreducible algebras have con-
gruence lattices which possess a unique coatom, then "'Y has FHAP. The second 
criterion is a local one: It provides a set of conditions which, if satisfied by a class f 
of finite directly indecomposable algebras in a locally finite variety ensure that f 
generates a variety with FHAP. 

In §6 we define and investigate the derived varieties of a locally finite variety with 
FHAP. The notions and results are illustrated by a large number of examples, 
mostly known from the literature. 

In §7, finally, we are able to apply the theory developed in the previous sections. 
We examine the relationship between the structure and cardinality of the finite free 
algebras in a variety with FHAP and those of the free algebras in the prime variety 
and the derived varieties. Some of the examples from the literature to which our 
methods apply are listed at the end of the paper, in Tables 1 and 2. 

A locally finite variety "'Y has FHAP hereditarily, if not only it itself has FHAP, 
but also all varieties derived from "'Y, and their derived varieties, and so on. In §8 we 
make this notion precise, and show that any such variety must be arithmetical. We 
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do not know of a nice characterization of these varieties, but are able to show that 
all congruence relative Stone varieties (Blok, Kohler and Pigozzi [1984]) have FHAP 
hereditarily. 

We conclude this introduction with four typical examples described in the 
literature. As we shall see, all of them have FHAP, and have arithmetical and 
semisimple prime varieties. The structure theorems we quote in these examples will 
all follow from the results of the paper. The examples will serve as a point of 
reference at various stages of our exposition. 

EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Y denote the variety of Stone algebras. An algebra A = 
(A, /\, V,O,l,*) is in Y if and only if (A, /\, V,O,l) is a bounded distributive 
lattice and * is a pseudo-complement operator satisfying the equation x* V x** = 1. 

(a) (Gratzer and Schmidt [1957]). A finite distributive lattice L is a reduct of a 
member of Y if and only if L is a direct product of finite distributive lattices with 
exactly one atom. 

(b) (Balbes and Horn [1970]). The lattice reduct of F y( n), the free Stone algebra 
on n free generators, is isomorphic to 07-0{1 EIl F~(i) EIl 1)(7) where F~(i) denotes 
the free distributive lattice on i free generators. 

EXAMPLE 1.2. A Brouwerian algebra is an algebra (A, /\, v, ~ , 1) in which 
(A, /\, V, I) is a distributive lattice with unit and ~ is relative pseudo-comple-
mentation. Let Ed k denote the variety of Brouwerian algebras generated _ by a 
k-element chain. 

(a) (Kohler [1973], Horn [1969]). For every finite k ~ 2, each finite directly 
indecomposable algebra in Ed k is order isomorphic to a lattice 1 EIl L where L is in 
Edk - 1• 

(b) (Kohler [1973]). For k ~ 2, F.;11.( n) ~ 07~l{1 EIl F.;11k-/ i)) (7). 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A be any nonempty finite set and let a be any equivalence 

relation on A. Suppose a has k equivalence classes and the cardinalities of these 
classes are c1, C2 , ••• , ck • Let tff denote the variety generated by the algebra 
A = (A, F), where F consists of all operations on A that preserve a. 

(a) (McKenzie [1982, p. 83]). The set of cardinalities of finite algebras in tff, that is, 
the spectrum of tff, is the multiplicative closure of {I} U {ci" + ... + ck' I m ~ a}. 

(b) (Demetrovics, Hannak and Ronyai [1982]). F,f( n) has cardinality 

n 
n1 + ... +nk=n 

n/~O 

( " ) (ci" + c~ + ... + ck') ",-"2--"k , 

EXAMPLE 1.4 (BLOK [1976]). An interior algebra is an algebra (A, V, /\, = ,0,0,1) 
where (A, v, /\, = ,0,1) is a Boolean algebra (= denotes relative complementa-
tion) and 0 is an interior operator, satisfying D1 = 1, 0 (x /\ y) = Ox /\ 0 y, Ox ~ x 
and Ox = 0 Ox. Let Ik be the interior algebra of all subsets of the set {l, ... , k - I}, 
with Ox = U{[l,n]: [l,n] ~ x, n < k}, for x ~ {l, ... ,k - I}. We denote by.fk 

the variety generated by Ik and by.fk- the reduct of .fk obtained by deleting the 
constant 0. Let .ik and .ik- denote the dual varieties of .fk and .fk-, respectively. 
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Then for 2 ~ k < W 

2. Definitions and notation. For an algebra A = (A,fj)jEJ' we denote the 
congruence lattice of A by Co(A). The largest congruence on A is written ~ A and the 
smallest is d A • So ~ A = A x A and d A = {(a, a) I a E A}. Usually we write ~ and 
d when A is clear from the context. For a E A and 0 an equivalence relation on A, 
a/() denotes the equivalence class of a. 

Let X" be a class of algebras. By X"F' fs, fsI we denote the finite algebras in 
X", the simple algebras in X", and the sub directly irreducible algebras in X", 
respectively. We adopt the convention that simple algebras and sub directly irreduc-
ible algebras are nontrivial. An algebra A is directly indecomposable if A is nontrivial 
and is not isomorphic to a direct product of two nontrivial algebras. Let X"DI 
denote all directly indecomposable algebras in X". We let X"FS = X"F () fs, X"FSI = 
X"F () fsI' and X"FDI = X"F () X"DI' 

For a class X" of algebras of the same similarity type, the four operators J( X"), 
H(X"), S(x") and P(X") have their usual meanings. We also have A E PSD(X") if 
A is a subdirect product of algebras in X" and A E PF(X") if there is an n, 
1 ~ n < w, with A ~ Al X ... xAn,A; EX"; i = l, ... ,n. 

If f is a variety, then the free algebra in f on n free generators is denoted 
Fr(n). We let fo = HSP(fFS ); fo is the prime variety associated with f. 

A congruence 13 on A is a factor congruence if there exists 13' E Co(A) such that 
13 () f3' = d A and 13 013' = ~ A- The pair {p, p'} forms a factorizing pair for A. The 
factorizing pair {p,p'} is nontrivial if {p,p'}"* {~, d}. If {p,f3'} is a factorizing 
pair for A, then A ~ A/p X A/p'. A nontrivial algebra A is directly indecomposa-
ble if and only if the only factorizing pair for A is {~A' d A}. Note that if Co(A) is 
distributive and if {pl' p2} and {p1, 133) are factorizing pairs for A, then 132 = 133 
since complements are unique in a distributive lattice. For the general case we have 
the following easily proved result. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let {p1' p2} and {pl' p3} each be factorizing pairs for A and suppose 
132 ~ 133, Then 132 = 133, 

We say {pl"'" pn} ~ Co(A) is a factorizing set if 131 /\ ... /\ Pn = d A and for 
each i, 13; 0 (/\ j';' ;13) = ~ A' It is known that if {pl" .. , pn} is a factorizing set for A, 
then A ~ A/p1 X ... X A/Pn' The factorizing set {pl"'" pn} is called a complete 
factorizing set if each A/p; is directly indecomposable. Note that every nontrivial 
finite algebra has a complete factorizing set. In particular, if A is directly indecom-
posable, then { d } is a complete factorizing set. 

An algebra A satisfies the Fraser-Horn Property (FHP) if for all () E Co(A) and 
all factorizing pairs {pl' p2} for A, () = «() V 131) /\ «() V 132)' A variety f has FHP 
if A has FHP for all A E f. This property was introduced in Fraser and Horn 
[1970] and in the unpublished manuscript by T. K. Hu [1970]. It is known that f 
has FHP if and only if there are no skew congruences on finite products, i.e., for all 
A1, A2 E f, every () E CO(Al X A2) is a product congruence ()1 X ()2' (); E Co(A;), 
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i.e., (Xl' X 2) = (y!, Y2)(0) if and only if Xl = Y1(01) and X 2 = Y2(82 ). Also, if "Y has 
FHP, then for all AI' A2 E "Y, CO(A1 X A2) ~ CO(A1) X CO(A2). If "Y is con-
gruence distributive, then "Y has FHP. Fraser and Horn [1970] give a Mal'cev 
condition equivalent to FHP and they derive as a special case: 

LEMMA 2.2. "Y has FHP if there are binary terms + and . and elements 0, 
1 E F'i'"(3) such that for all X E F'i'"(3), X . 1 = X + 0 = 0 + X = X and x . 0 = O. 

For example, the variety of rings with unit has FHP. 
A finite algebra A has the Apple Property (AP) if for all 13 E Co(A) if 13 < 'V is a 

factor congruence with A/f3 directly indecomposable, then the interval lattice [13, 'V] 
has exactly one coatom. A variety "Y has AP if A E "YFD1 implies Co(A) has 
exactly one coatom or, equivalently, if all A E "YF have AP. Typically in this paper, 
if "Y has AP and A E "YFD1, then a will denote the coatom of Co(A). If an algebra 
(a variety) with FHP also has the Apply Property, we say it has FHAP. We will see 
later that the varieties in Examples 1.1-1.4 all have FHAP. The variety of distribu-
tive lattices has FHP, but does not have the Apple Property: for example, the 
3-element chain does not have the Apple Property. The variety of Boolean groups 
has the Apple Property, since the only directly indecomposable Boolean group is the 
2-element group Z2' but fails to have FHP: Co(Z~) ~ M 3• 

We note that algebras whose congruence lattices are of the form L $ 1 for L a 
bounded lattice arise naturally in work on the representation of algebraic lattices as 
congruence lattices and in the study of local rings. However, the only paper we are 
aware of in which the Apple Property appears as a general varietal condition is 
McKenzie [1984]. 

General texts relevant to the material covered in this paper include Balbes and 
Dwinger [1974], Burris and Sankappanavar [1981], and Gratzer [1979]. 

3. Congruence conditions associated with FHAP. In this section we exaInine some 
of the consequences of the assumption that a variety "Y has FHAP for the lattices of 
congruences of the (finite) algebras in "Y. 

First we show that FHAP yields unique factorization, the number of factors being 
equal to the number of coatoms of the congruence lattice. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a finite algebra with FHAP. Suppose {a1, ••• , an} is the set 
of coatoms of Co(A) and suppose {f31, ••• , 13m } is a complete factorizing set for A. 
Then n = m and after suitable relabeling, f3i ~ ai' i = 1, ... , n, and f3j ~ a i for i =1= j. 

PROOF. For 8 E Co(A), Coat(O) denotes {a18 ~ a and a is a coatom of Co(A)}. 
If n = 1, then A is directly indecomposable and hence m = 1 and 131 ~~ Ll. So 
assume n ~ 2. For i =1= j we have Coat(f3J n Coat(f3) = 0 and Coat(f3i ) =1= 0. 
Moreover by AP, ICoat(f3JI = 1. Let a be any coatom of Co(A) and suppose a ;f- f3j 

for all j = 1, ... , m. By FHP, for all j, 

a = (a V f3J /\( a V 0 f3i ) = 'V /\( a V 013;) = a V 0 f3i . 
I~J I~J I~J 
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So a ~ A;~J3; for all j but V' = VI",j ... m(A;~jf3;), a contradiction. So for every a;, 
1 ~ i ~ n, there exists a unique 13k with a; ~ 13k and a; ~ f3j for j =1= k. So m = n 
and relabeling as necessary completes the proof. 

A bounded lattice L is dually pseudo-complemented if for all x E L there exists an 
X+E L with x V x+= 1 and if x V y = 1, then x+~ y. If L is dually pseudo-com-
plemented then x++ ~ x. The skeleton of L is {x+ I x E L}. L is skeleton distributive 
if y = (y V x+) /\ (y V x++) for all x, y E L. Note that, in general, L being 
distributive does not imply L is skeleton distributive; however, if L satisfies 
x+ /\ x++= 0, then it does. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let L be a finite lattice with 1 in which every coatom has a dual 
pseudo-complement. Then L is dually pseudo-complemented, and the dual pseudo-com-
plement of an element is uniquely determined by the coatoms above it. 

PROOF. Let a l , ... , an be the coatoms of L and let at, ... , a; be their dual 
pseudo-complements. As before, for x E L, Coat( x) = {a ELI a ~ x, a a coatom}. 
We claim that for x E L, x+= V{ a+ I a E Coat(x)}. If x V V{ a+ I a E Coat(x)} < 
1, then a+~ a for some a E Coat(x), contradicting a V a+= 1. Thus 

x V V { a + I a E Coat( x )} = 1. 

Now assuqJ.e x V y = 1. Then, for all a E Coat(x), a V y ~ x V y = 1, and hence 
y ~ a+. Thus y ~ V{ a+ I a E Coat(x)}, and it follows that 

x + = V { a + I a E Coat( x ) } . 

LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a finite algebra with FHAP. Suppose a is a coatom of Co(A) 
and {f3l, ... ,f3n} is a complete factorizing set for A. Then a has a dual pseudo-comple-
ment a + = A Pi 1; af3;· 

PROOF. Let a l , ... , an be the coatoms of Co(A). By Lemma 3.1 the complete 
factorizing set is {f3 l , ... , f3n} with a; ~ 13;, i = 1, ... , n, and a; ~ f3i' i =1= j. Note 
a; V Aj~; f3j ~ 13; V Aj~; f3j = V'. We claim at = Aj~;f3j. Suppose a; V 8 = V'. 
Then 13; V 8 = V' as well, for otherwise we would have 8 ~ 13; V 8 ~ a j , for some j, 
1 ~ j ~ n, and hence i = j, yielding the contradiction a; = a; V 8 = V'. By FHP, 
8 = (8 V 13;) /\ (8 V Aj~;f3) = 8 V (Aj~;f3), i.e., Aj~;f3j ~ 8. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a finite algebra with FHAP and suppose Co(A) has coatoms 
aI' ... ,an. Then 

(i) There exists a complete factorizing set {f3l' ... ' f3n} with a; ~ f3j if and only if 
i=j. 

(ii) Co(A) is dually pseudo-complemented. 
(iii) A/at+ is directly indecomposable, Coat(at+) = {a;}, and 13; = at+. Hence 

{at+, ... , a;+} is the unique complete factorizing set for A. 
(iv) If y E Co(A) and Coat(y) = {a;}, then at+ ~ y < V'. 
(v) For all y, 8 E Co(A), y+ /\ y++=!:J., y+ 0 y++= V', and 8 = (8 V y+) /\ 

(8 V y++), i.e., Co(A) is skeleton distributive. 
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PROOF. (i) is a restatement of Lemma 3.1 and (ii) follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.2. To prove (v) let 'I E CoCA) and suppose Coat(y) = {a i liE J}. Then Coat(y+) 
= {ai lift J}. Moreover, since {AiEJ f3i' Ai Vf3i} form a factorizing pair it is easily 
seen that Coat(y+) = Coat(Auuf3;) and hence AirtJf3i ~ '1+. By FHP 

'I + = ( 'I + V A f3i) 1\ ( 'I + V A f3i) = \7 A J\ ( 'I + V A f3i) = 'I + V A f3i· 
iEJ irtJ irtJ iEJ 

So y+~ A iEJ f3i. Thus '1+= A iEJ f3i· Similarly '1++= A iEJ f3i. So {y+,y++} is a 
factorizing pair and this with FHP gives (v). Specializing the formula '1++= A iEJ f3i 
to the case that 'I is a coatom ai gives (iii). For (iv), if Coat( 'I) = {a i }, then by 
Lemma 3.2 'I + = at and since 'I ++ ~ 'I always holds, the proof is complete. 

We have the following sharp converse. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let A be any finite algebra. Suppose CoCA) is a dually pseudo-
complemented lattice that is skeleton distributive and satisfies 'I + 0 'I + + = \7 for all 
'I E CoCA). Then A has FHAP. 

PROOF. Let {f3, 'I} be any factorizing pair for A. f3 V 'I = \7 implies f3 ~ '1+. By 
hypothesis '1+ 0 '1++= \7 and hence f3 0 '1++= \7. Since 'I ~ '1++, f3 J\ '1++= D... So 
{f3, y++} is also a factorizing pair, and by Lemma 2.1'1 = '1++. Similarly '1+ = f3. So 
every factorizing pair is of the form {y+, y++} and CoCA) skeleton distributive 
implies A has FHP. Let f3 be any factorizing congruence for A with A/ f3 directly 
indecomposable. Let a be any coatom in CoCA) with f3 ~ a. Then f3 = (f3 V a+) J\ 
(f3 V a++). Since a+oa++= \7 it follows that \7 = (f3 V a+)o(f3 V a++). That 
A/f3 is directly indecomposable implies f3 = f3 V a++ and hence f3 ~ a++. The only 
coatom in the interval [a++, \7] is a. Thus A has the Apple Property. 

We will be particularly interested in varieties "f/" such that the prime variety "f/"o is 
arithmetical. As it turns out, just this assumption implies that for A E "f/"F' CoCA) is 
dually pseudo-complemented. This result was pointed out to us by Ralph McKenzie 
and a more general result is proved in McKenzie and Hobby [1986] using tame 
congruence theory. We give an alternative proof. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let A be any finite algebra and let a be any congruence relation such 
that A/a is simple and A/a generates an arithmetical variety. Then a has a dual 
pseudo-complement in CoCA). 

PROOF. Suppose 81, 82 E CoCA) are such that 81 V a = 82 V a = \7. It suffices to 
show (81 J\ 82 ) V a = \7. The congruence a is a coa tom in Co( A) since A/a is 
simple. So it suffices to show 81 J\ 82 1;. a. Assume not, and if necessary, take a 
homomorphic image, to give 81 J\ 82 = D... That 81 V a = 82 V a = \7 and that A/a 
is simple and generates a congruence permutable variety guarantee, using Lakser 
[1982], that there exist two congruence classes Al and A2 of a and elements b1, 

b2 E Al and c1, c2 E A2 with bi == ci(8;), i = 1,2. By Werner [1970], A/a is 
functionally complete, so there is a polynomial function t: A 3 ~ A given by 
t(x, y, z) = p(x, y, z, a I , ... , an), with a I , ... , an fixed elements of A, such that t is 
a ternary discriminator function on A/a, that is, t(x, y, z) == z(a) if x == yea) and 
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t(x, y, Z) == x(a) if x ;f= y(a). Let 

a = t(t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2))' 

b = t(t(Cl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2))' 

c = t(t(Cl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,b2,C2))' 

d= t(t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,C2,C2),t(bl,b2,C2))' 

It is easily verified that a E AI' b, C, d E A 2, a == b( 81), b == c( 82 ), c == d( 81), and 
d == a( 82 ), The elements a, b, c, d are all distinct for otherwise 81 /\ 82 = !l. would be 
violated. See Figure 1. For x, yEA, let gx/z) = t(x, y, z) be a unary operation on 
A. Let n ~ 2 be arbitrary and for 1 ~ k ~ n let ek = g:c-k(g;c(c)). 

Claim: All the ek, 1 ~ k ~ n, are distinct. For suppose e; = ej for i <j. Define 
a' = g:c-j(g~;;(gbC<C))) and d' = g:c-j(g~;;(gbC<c))). Then a' E Al and d' E A2 
since for all z E A, gac(z) == a(a) and gcc(z) == gdc(Z) == gbc(z) == z(a). Also a' == 
e/81), d' == e;( 81), and a' == d'( 82 ), Hence if e; = ej , then a' == d'( 81 /\ 82 ) which 
is impossible. So the ek , 1 ~ k ~ n, are all distinct and since A is finite and n is 
arbitrary, the proof is complete. 

COROLLARY 3.7. Let A be any finite algebra and suppose every simple homomorphic 
image of A generates an arithmetical variety. Then Co(A) is a dually pseudo-comple-
mented lattice. 

PROOF. Apply Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.2. 
The existence of a polynomial that behaves as a ternary discriminator for simple 

algebras in arithmetic varieties has been estblished in Burris [1982] and Pixley [1985]. 
We conclude this section with two results which will be useful later. 

LEMMA 3.8. Let f be a variety with FHP. Suppose A E fF with {131"'" 13m} a 
complete factorizing set for A and suppose each interval [13;, \7] in <;o(A) has exactly 
one coatom, i = 1, ... , m. Then every directly indecomposable homomorphic image of 
A has a congruence lattice with exactly one coatom. 

b i 01 C I 

b2 02 C2 --- ---- ----b 

a 

, 
a 
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PROOF. Let 0 E Co(A) with AIO directly indecomposable. By FHP, 0 = (0 V 131) 
1\ ... 1\(0 V 13m). For each i, (0 V 13;)0 Aj¢;(O V 13) = \7. Since AIO is directly 
indecomposable, 0 V 13; = 0 or 0 V 13; = \7, i = 1, ... , m, and hence for at least one 
i,8 V 13; = O. So 0> 13; and the interval [0, \7] has exactly one coatom. 

COROLLARY 3.9. Let "f'" be a locally finite variety that has FHP. Suppose for every 
n < w, Fr( n) has a complete factorizing set {131' ... ' 13m} with [13;, \7] having exactly 
one coatom, i = 1, ... , m. Then "f'" has the Apple Property. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that every finite directly indecomposable algebra A in "f'" 
has Co(A) with exactly one coatom. Let A be a homomorphic image of Fr(n) for 
some n. Let {131, ... ,13m} be a factorizing set of congruences for Fr(n) with each 
[13;, \7] having exactly one coatom. Now apply Lemma 3.8. 

4. The simple algebras in a variety with FHAP. Given a locally finite variety "f'" 
with FHAP, let "f'"o denote the subvariety of "f'" generated by all finite simple 
algebras in "f'", i.e., "f'"o = HSP("f'"FS). We call "f'"o the prime variety of "f'". In 
general, not much can be said about "f'"o. We will show, however, that a mild extra 
assumption forces "f'"o to be arithmetical and semisimple. In that case the finite 
algebras of ~ are just products of simples. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a finite algebra with FHAP. Suppose {a1, ••. , an} is the set 
of coat oms of Co(A) and suppose 8 = A1<;;,;<;;,na;. Then AI8 == Ala1 X ... XAjan. 

PROOF. Let {131, ... ,13m} be a complete factorizing set for A. By Lemma 3.1 we 
may assume m = n, 13; ~ a; for i = 1, ... , n, and 13j ~ a; for i =I=- j. For each i, 
A j ¢; aj > A j ¢; 13}' so \7 A = 13; 0 A j ¢; 13j ~ {X; 0 A j ¢; {Xj. So 

DEFINITION 4.2. A class f c "Ys is said to be multiplicative if whenever B E "f'"F 
is an irredundant subdirect product of B1, ... ,Bm Ef, then B = n1<;;,;<;;,mB;. (A is 
an irredundant subdirect product of B1, ... , Bm if A is sub directly embedded in 
n1<;;,i <;;, mB; and for all i no projection of A onto nj ¢ ;Bj is one-to-one.) 

Thus if "f'" has FHAP then by Lemma 4.1 "f'"FS is a multiplicative class. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let "f'" be a locally finite variety with FHAP. Suppose "f'" also has 
S( "f'"FS) ~ P( "Ys). Then "f'"o is arithmetical, ("f'"o) F ~ P( "Ys), and every finitely gener-
ated subvariety of "f'"o is directly representable. 

PROOF. For any n < W let F denote Fro(n). The algebra F is in PSDS("f'"FS) = 
PSD(P("Ys» = PSD("Ys). FHAP implies that "f'"FS is multiplicative so FE P("Ys). 
By FHP every homomorphic image of F is also in P("Ys), so ("f'"O)F ~ P("Ys). Hence 
every congruence lattice of a finite algebra in "f'"o is a Boolean lattice and it follows 
that ~ is congruence distributive. Let B be a finite algebra in "f'"o and let ir be 
the subvariety of ~ generated by B. Every A E irF is a direct product of simple 
algebras and by Jonsson's Theorem these simple algebras are homomorphic images 
of subalgebras of B. So ir is directly representable. By McKenzie [1982], ir is 
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congruence permutable. If we let if'" = HSP(F,rp», then it follows that F1/'"(3) = 
Fro(3) has permuting congruences, so 'i'"o is congruence permutable. 

The theorem has the following special version. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Let 'i'" be a locally finite variety with FHAP. Suppose S( 'i'"FS) <;;;: 

"Ys. Then every finitely generated subvariety of 'i'"o is a ternary discriminator variety. 

PROOF. By Theorem 4.3 'i'"o is arithmetical. Let if'" be any finitely generated 
subvariety of 'i'"o. Then if'" is generated by a finite number of finite simple algebras. 
A result of Pixley [1971] states tht any finitely generated arithmetical variety 
generated by hereditarily simple algebras is a discriminator variety. 

Note that the variety 'i'" generated by the 6-element orthomodular lattice M6 is 
arithmetical (Burris and Sankappannavar [1981, p. 82]) and easily seen to have 
FHAP since 'i'" is congruence distributive and the only finite directly indecomposa-
bles are M6 and the 2-element orthomodular lattice. So 'i'"= 'i'"o and S('i'"FS) <;;;: 

P("Ys) and (~hSI <;;;: "Ys; however, S('i'"FS) C1 "Ys since the 4-element Boolean 
algebra is a subalgebra of M 6 • 

If 'i'" is finitely generated and has FHAP, then 'i'"o is easily found. We first prove 
a lemma. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let 'i'" be a locally finite variety with FHAP, :I( <;;;: 'i'"FDI' and 
A E PSD( :I(). If B is a direct factor of A, then B E PSD( :I(). 

PROOF. Let Y; E Co(A), i E I, be such that Ai E /Y; = Ll and A/y; E:I(, i E I. Let 
{/3,f3'} be a factorizing pair of congruences, with A//3;:;; B. By FHP y; = (Yi V /3) 
/\ (y; V /3'), and since A/y; is directly indecomposable it follows that Yi» /3 or 
Yi» /3'. Let Yl = AiE1{ri:Yi» /3,i E I}. Then Yl /\ /3':::;: AiE1y; = LlA and Yl o /3' 
» /3 0 /3' = Y' A. Thus {Yl' /3'} is a factorizing pair and it follows from Lemma 2.1 
that Yl = /3. Thus B ;:;; A//3 E PSD{ A/Y;: Y; » /3} <;;;: PSD:I(· 

THEOREM 4.6. Let 'i'"= HSP(B), B finite, and suppose 'i'" has FHAP. Then 
'i'"FS <;;;: HS«B). 

PROOF. Let A E 'i'"FS and choose n large enough that A E H(Fr(n)). There is a 
coatom a E Co(Fr(n)) with Fr(n)/a ;:;; A. By Theorem 3.4 {a+, a++} is a factoriz-
ing pair with Fr(n)la++ directly indecomposable and a the unique coatom in 
[a + +, Y']. The algebra Fr( n) is a subdirect product of members of S(B) and each 
algebra C in S(B) is a direct product of directly indecomposable members of HS(B), 
i.e., the directly indecomposable factors of C are in H(C) <;;;: HS(B). 

By Lemma 4.5, Fr(n)/a++E PsD(HS(B)DI) as well, hence there exists a con-
gruence Y E Co(Fr(n)) such that y» a++, Fr(n)/y E HS(B)DT. Then a » Y and 
A ;:;; Fr(n)la E H(Fr(n)/y) <;;;: HS(B). 

Each of the varieties given in Examples 1.1-1.4 are generated by a finite algebra 
and therefore Theorem 4.6 may be used to describe their simple algebras. This gives 
the 2-element Boolean algebra for Example 1.1, the 2-element generalized Boolean 
algebra for Example 1.2, the k-element primal algebra for Example 1.3, and the 
2-element interior algebra for Example 1.4. These four examples are congruence 
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distributive so Jonsson's Theorem (Jonsson [1967]) could be used in place of 
Theorem 4.5_ However, in Example 6.6 we show FHAP does not imply any 
congruence identity, so Jonsson's Theorem or its generalizations cannot generally be 
applied in this way. 

5. Sufficient conditions for FHAP. We will now provide two sets of conditions on 
a variety to ensure it has FHAP. The conditions of the first one are of a global 
nature, those of the second one are conditions on a generating set of algebras. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let '"f'" be an arithmetical variety all of whose finite subdirectly 
irreducible algebras have the Apple Property. Then '"f'" has FHAP. 

PROOF. Let A E '"f'" be finite and suppose Co(A) has coatoms a1, •.. , an' n > 1. 
We claim A is directly decomposable. Let 131' ... ' Pm be the meet-irreducible 
congruences of A. Since A/Pi is subdirectly irreducible it has the Apple Property by 
assumption, and therefore [13;) contains exactly one coatom. Suppose PI' .. . ,13, ,;:;; aI' 
13/+1' .. ·' Pm <t. a1• Then Y1 = A~=l13i ,;:;; aI' and 

Yl V a j = (i~/i) V aj = i~l (Pi V aJ = '\1, 

and hence Y1 <t. a1' j = 2, ... , n. Similarly Y2 = A:l+l13i <t. a l· 
It follows that Yl V Y2 <t. aj , j = 1, ... , n, and hence Y1 V Y2 = '\1. Also Yl /\ Y2 

= A: l 13i = Ll, and since '"f'" is congruence permutable {Yl' Y2} is a factorizing pair. 
Thus A is directly decomposable. Finally, '"f'" has FHP since '"f'" is congruence 
distributive, therefore '"f'" has FHAP. 

The varieties in Examples 1.2-1.4 are all arithmetical, and their subdirectly 
irreducibles have linearly ordered congruence lattices, and thus have the Apple 
Property. Hence the varieties in these examples have FHAP. The theorem is not 
applicable to the variety of Stone algebras (Example 1.1), since it fails to be 
congruence permutable. Nor does it apply to the varieties of rings with 1 generated 
by Zp2, P prime (see Example 5.5), since those fail to be congruence distributive. In 
cases like these, and many others-cf. §6-we can use the following theorem 
instead. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let '"f'" be a locally finite variety whose term operations include three 
binary operations +,., and EB. Suppose there is a family .Jf"c:;;, '"f'"FDI such that each 
of the following six conditions holds for.Jf" and all C E .Jf": 

(i) for all n < w, F",( n) E PSD ( .Jf"); 
(ii) (H( .Jf")) S is multiplicative (cf. Definition 4.2); 

(iii) Co(C) has exactly one coatom a; 
(iv) there exist Dc, Ie E C such that for all a E C, Dc + a = a + Dc = Ie· a = 

a· Ie = a and Dc· a = Dc; 
(v) if x' denotes the polynomial x EB Dc, then for all a E Del a, a' = Dc and for all 

bE lela, b' = 16 
(vi) if a, bEe and a/a -=1= bfa, then there exists a unary polynomial p for which 

{p(a/a), p(b/a)} = {p(De/a), p(Iela)}. 
Then '"f'" has FHAP and '"f'"FS = (H(.Jf")h. 
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PROOF. We first note that by (iv), if A E 1", then the elements 0A and IA are 
uniquely determined and if h: A ~ B E 1" is an onto homomorphism, then 
h(OA) = 0B and h(IA) = lB. (Note that 0A and IA need not represent algebraic 
constants of the similarity type of r.) For the remainder of the proof n is an 
arbitrary positive integer and F denotes Fr--(n). By (i) there are Y1' ... ' Ym E Co(F) 
with F /Yj = Cj E 1" and /\ l=lYj = t:.. F. The mapping g: F ~ C1 X ... X Cm is a 
subdirect embedding. 

Since Dc; is absorptive for . and since g is a subdirect embedding, if OF = 
«(Zl . Z2) . Z3) ... ). zm where Zj E F, g(zJ(i) = 0e, then g(OF) = (OC,···, Oc ). 

,1m 

Let a1, ... , ak be those coatoms of Co(F) for which Yj ~ a j for some j = 1, ... , m. 
We let I> denote /\1=laj and Aj = F /ai E (H(1"»s. From condition (ii) we con-
c1udeF/1> = Al X ... xA k • 

If s E F with s/aj = lA, for some i, and if Yj ~ aj' then s/Yj == Ic/a;/y). 
Hence s'/YJ· = Ie. A similar statement is true for 0A. Since F/I> = Al X ... xA k , 

} , 
for any e = (e 1, ••• , ek ) with e j E {OA" IAJ, the element e is in F /1> and hence for 
some s E F, s/I> = e. Let s' = s Ell OF E F. Then for all Yj ~ aj' s'/Yj = Ic} if 
ei = IA and s' /YJ· = 0e if e j = 0A. Therefore, the following are all elements of F: , }' 

OF' IF' and Si' i = 1, ... , k, where g(IF) = (Ic ,···, Ic ), g(OF) = (OC,··· ,Dc ), 1 m 1 m 

and g(sJ = (c1, ... , cm) with cj = Ic} if Yj ~ a j and cj = Oc} if Yj 1;. ai· 
r has FHP by condition (iv) and Lemma 2.2. Moreover, for every finite algebra 

B E r, there exist 18 and 0B in B for which the equations of condition (iv) hold 
since B is a homomorphic image of Fr--( n) for some n. In particular if F /(J = B, then 
IF/(J = IF/Ii = IE" 

For each i, 1 ~ i ~ k, define 13i = /\{ Yj I Yj ~ ai' 1 ~ j ~ m}. F is a subdirect 
product of the F /13i since /\1<;, i '" k 13i = /\1 ",j '" m Yj = t:.. F· Let Bi = F /13i. For each i, 
1 ~ i ~ k, let bi E B j be arbitrary and let ai E F be such that a;/13i = bi. We 
consider a E F given by 

A computation using (iv) shows that for each i, 1 ~ i ~ k, a/13i = bj. Therefore 
F ;::: B1 X ... X Bk and {131, ... , 13d forms a factorizing set for F. For each i, 
13i ~ ai and 13i 1;. aj for j -=1= i since13j 0 /\r"'i 13r = "'V F. 

We complete the proof by showing that a1, ••. , a k are the only coatoms of Co(F) 
and by appealing to Corollary 3.9. So let a E Co(F) be a coatom with a -=1= ai' 
i = 1, ... , k. By FHP a = (a V 131) 1\ ... I\(a V 13k ). Hence for some i, say i = 1, 
a = a V 131 and thus a;;;' 131. Since a1 V a = "'V F' there exist a, b E F with 
a == b(a) and a ;:f= b(a1). If A is any simple algebra in H(1") and if x, yEA, 
x -=l=y, then by (vi) there is a unary polynomial p with {p(x),p(y)} = {OA,I A}. 
Since F / a1 E H(K) s, there is a polynomial p such that, say, p( a) == 1 F( ( 1 ) and 
pCb) == 0F(a1)· Since 0F/Yi = Dc; and IFIYi = Ic, we get for all Yi ~ aI' p(a)/Yi == 
IF/Yj = I C;(a1/yJ and P(b)jYi == 0F/Yj = Oc,(a1IYJ. We apply condition (v) to 
give p(a)'/Yi = IF/Yi and P(b),IYi = 0FIYj. This gives pea)' == I F(13d and pCb)' 
== 0F(131) since 131 = /\{ Yi I Yi ~ ad· So OF == IF(a) since 131 < a and pea)' == 
p (b)'( a). If ° F == 1 F( a), then a = "'V F contradicting 13 ~ a < "'V F" 
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An obvious candidate for:f is "YFSf' However, in order to apply Theorem 5.2 in 
this case would require knowledge of the family of all sub directly irreducible 
algebras in "Y. This knowledge is often difficult to obtain, even for finitely generated 
varieties except if they are congruence distributive. The next corollary provides a 
more readily applicable choice of :f for finitely generated "Y. 

COROLLARY 5.3. Let B be a finite algebra with "Y = HSP(B) and :f = (HS(B» Sf' 
Suppose "Y has binary terms +,', and Efl for which (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) of 
Theorem 5.2 hold for "Y and for this choice of :f. Then "Y has FHAP and 
"YFS ~ HS(B). 

PROOF. For each n < w, F",-(n) is a subdirect product of members of S(B}. Each 
A E S(B) is a subdirect product of sub directly irreducibles and each irreducible is in 
H(A). So F",-(n) E PsD«HS(B»SI) and Theorem 5.2 applies. 

REMARK 5.4. In our applications of Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 we frequently 
have algebras with lattice reducts in which meet and join provide obvious candidates 
for . and +. The operation x Efl y need not explicitly involve the variable y and in 
some cases, when ° AI a and 1 AI a are singleton sets for all A E :f, x Efl Y = x may 
be used. Condition (vi) is automatically satisfied if all algebras in H(:f) shave 
exactly two elements. Also if each algebra in H(:f) S generates a congruence 
permutable variety, then by Lakser [1982], condition (vi) holds for :f. Condition (vi) 
is a special case of a condition considered in Burris and Lawrence [1981]. 

The varieties presented in Examples 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 are easily seen to satisfy the 
hypotheses of Corollary 5.3. The meet and join operations serve for· and +. In the 
example of Stone algebras we take for :f= {S, Q}, where S is the 3-element Stone 
algebra, Q the 2-element Boolean algebra. Then conditions (i)-(iv) are met, and by 
choosing x' = x**, (v) is satisfied as well. Q is the only simple, so (vi) is immediate. 
In Example 1.2 we have :f= {Bill ~j ~ k}, and x' = (x ~ 0A) ~ Ok Similarly, 
in Example 1.4 we choose :f= {Ii ll ~j ~ k} and x' = O(Ox = 0A) = 0A' Fi-
nally, in Example 1.3 we let :f = {A, AI a}. By the very definition of the algebra A, 
there are terms +, ,,',0,1 which behave as desired on A, and therefore on Ala as 
well, and hence the corollary can be applied. 

All the examples given so far have been congruence distributive. We will see 
examples of varieties with FHAP which fail to satisfy any congruence identities (§6). 
A natural example of a variety with FHAP which fails to be congruence distributive 
is furnished by the varieties of rings with unit generated by Z pk = 
(Z I( pk), +, ',0, 1> for some prime p and k > 1. We finish this section with a brief 
discussion of these varieties. 

EXAMPLE 5.5. Let "Y= HSP(Zpk), k> 1. Note that HS(Zpk) = H(Zpk) = 
J{ZpiIO ~j ~ k}. Let:f= {Zplll ~j ~ k}. We verify that conditions (ii)-(vi) of 
Corollary 5.3 are satisfied. 

(ii) (H(:f)h = {Zp}, which is a multiplicative class, as HSP(Zp) is congruence 
permutable. Hence (vi) also holds by Remark 5.4. 

(iii) (CO(Zpl), ~) is a chain of length j. The unique coatom ai is the congruence 
corresponding to the ideal generated by pi-I. 
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(iv) +, ',0,1 are taken to be the usual ring operations. 
(v) The operation x' = x P satisfies the requirements: If a EO/ai' then a = ipi- l 

mod pi, and hence a P = iPpi mod pi = 0 mod pi. If a E l/ai , then a = 1 + ipi- 1 
mod pi, and hence a P = (1 + ipi-l)p mod pi = 1 mod pi. Hence "f/ has FHAP. 

6. Derived varieties. Let "f/ be a locally finite variety with FHAP. We will 
associate with "f/ a family d ("f/) of varieties which we call the derived varieties of 
"f/. In the next section we will investigate the relationships between the finitely 
generated free algebras in "f/ on the one hand, and those in the varieties d("f/) and 
-r; on the other hand. 

Some terminology from category theory will be helpful in the following. 
Given a concrete category ~ and an object Q in ~, we will denote by ~ ~ Q the 

category whose objects are pairs (A, f), where A is an object of ~, f: A ~ Q a 
surjective morphism, and whose morphisms are arrows h: (A, f) ~ (B, g) such that 
h: A ~ B is a ~morphism and go h = I: 

A 

(cf. Mac Lane [1971, p. 46]). 

/\i. i/g 
Q 

B 

Of particular importance to us will be the category "f/FDI ~ Q, with Q E "f/FS' 
Observe that if (A, f) and (A, I') are "f/FDI ~ Q-objects, then f' = log for some 
isomorphism g: Q ~ Q. We will sometimes denote an object (A, f) E "f/FDI ~ Q by 
its algebra part A. Note that A E "f/FDI ~ Q if and only if A/ a ~ Q, where a is the 
unique coatom of CoCA). If "f/FS = {Ql"'" Qk}' with Q; ~ Qi' i =1= j, then "f/FDI = 
U7=1"f/FDI ~ Q;, and the union is disjoint. 

Suppose "f/ has similarity type 'r. For Q E "f/FS and q E Q let 'rq be the 
similarity type consisting of all terms t of type 'r which satisfy tQ(q, ... , q) = q. For 
(A, f) E "f/FDI ~ Q and q E Q let (A, f) q be the algebra of type 'rq with domain 
Aq = I-l({q}): 

(A,f)q =( Aq,(tIA~: tan n-ary f-term, tQ(q, ... ,q) = q, n < w)). 
If no confusion is likely, we will write A q for (A, f) q' Observe that if (A, f), 
(A, g) E "f/FDI ~ Q, then there is an isomoprhism h: (A, f) ~ (A, g) and hence 
(A,f)q = (A,g)q' for some q' E Q. Hence the collection {(A,f)q: q E Q} is 
independent of the choice of f. For Q E "f/FS and q E Q let 

d("f/)q = HSP{(A,j)ql(A,f) E "f/FDdQ}. 

The variety d("f/)q is called a derived variety 01 "f/. If (A,f) E "f/FDI ~Q, then the 
algebras (A, f)q yield a natural decomposition of A as a union of d("f/)q-algebras. 

If "f/FS = {Ql'···' Qk}' then we let 
d( "f/) = < d( "f/) q I q E Q;, i = 1, ... , k). 

Our first objective it to obtain a more manageable description of the varieties 
d( "f/) q. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let (A, j), B E 1'pDI ~ Q, and suppose there exists a homomorphism h 
from B onto A. Then for any q E Q, A q is a Tq-homomorphic image of some Bq. 

PROOF. Let k = f 0 h: B ~ Q, then (B, k) E 1'pDdQ, and h: (B, k) ... (A,j). 
Hence, for q E Q, h«B, k)q) = (A,j)q' 

LEMMA 6.2. Let (A, j) E 1'pDI ~ Q, and Bi , i E I in 1'pDI' with A a subdirect 
product of the Bi' i E I. Then Bi E 1'pDI ~Q as well, and for any q E Q, Aq is a 
subdirect product of the family (Bi) q' i E I. 

PROOF. Let fi: A ~ Bi' i E I, be onto homomorphisms with AiElkerfi = ~A' 
The congruence kerf is a unique coatom in Co A, and ker J; ~ kerf, i E I, hence 
there exist onto homomorphisms gi: Bi ~ Q, and morphisms Pi: (A, j) ~ (Bi' g;). 
Fix q E Q, and let Pi I Aq: Aq ~ (B;)q. Then Pi I Aq is an onto Tq-homomorphism, 
and A i E I ker Pi I Aq = ~ Ai Thus A q is a sub direct product of the algebras (Bi) q' i E I. 

THEOREM 6.3. Let l' be a locally finite variety having FHAP and let Q E 1'ps 
with q E Q. 

(i) d(1')q = HSP{AqIA E 1'pSI}' 
(ii) d(1')q = HSP{AqIA is a directly indecomposable factor of F"..-(n), n < w}. 

(iii) If 1'= HSP( f) for a set of finite algebras 1', .then d( 1') q = HSP {A q I A E 

(HS(1'))SI}' In particular, if l' is finitely generated then so is d(1')q. 

PROOF. (i) Follows from Lemma 6.2. For (ii), each BE 1'pDI is a homomorphic 
image of F"..-(n) for some finite n. If Fr(n)!y == B and if a is the unique coatom of 
Co(F"..-(n)) above y, then by Theorem 3.4, a++~ y ~ a. The algebra F"..-(n)ja++ is 
a directly indecomposable factor of F"..-( n). Lemma 6.1 gives Bq E H«F"..-( n)! a ++) q)' 
In order to prove (iii), by Lemma 6.2 and (ii), it suffices to show that if A is a 
directly indecomposable factor of F"..-( n), n finite, then A is a subdirect product of 
members of (HS(B))SI' But this follows from Lemma 4.5, since clearly F"..-(n) E 
Ps«HS(B))SI)' 

Given A of similarity type T with Aj a == Q E 1'ps' for q E Q we wish to describe 
a method for determining a generating set for the operations of the algebra 

Aq = (Aq, (tIA~: tan n-ary T-term, tQ(q, ... ,q) = q, n < w)). 
For (q, q') E Q2 we let Tqq, denote all term operations t of A for which 
t(A q, ... , Aq) ~ A q,. Since a is a congruence relation, for any t of type T any any 
q E Q, there is a q' E Q with t E Tqq,. The set of operations Tqq determines the 
operations of A q. We wish to find a small set Gqq ~ Tqq such that Gqq generates Tqq 
(notation: (Gqq ) = Tqq). To this end we choose Gqq, ~ Tqq" for each q' E Q, and we 
want to show each Gqq, generates Tqq, in the following sense: 

t(Xl , ... , xJ E Tqq, implies there exist g(x1 , ••• , xn) E Gqq, 

and Sl(Xl, ... ,xn), ... ,Sk(Xl"",xn) E (Gqq ) 

with tlAn = g(Sl"'" sk)IA" q q 
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Typically for a given q this verification is done as a routine simultaneous induction 
over all term operations t of A and all the Tqq" the induction being done on the form 
of t. 

For a concrete example consider the ring Z4 with unit having universe {a, 1, 2, 3}. 
Let Z4/a be the 2-element ring with universe {a, I}. The classes of a are Ao = {0,2} 
and Al = {l, 3}. We wish to determine Too. Consider 

Goo={xp""Xn,X1+X2,0,2} and GO! = {1+x1,1,3}. 
It is easily seen that Goo ~ Too and GO! ~ TO!. Consider t = t(x1, ... , xn)' If 1 is a 
constant or a variable, then t E Goo U GO!. Suppose t = t1 + t2, for terms t1 = 
t1(X1,···, xn) and 12 = t2(X I,···, xn)' If t E Too, then either tI, t2 E Too or t1, 
t2 E TO!. In the first case, by induction t I, t2 E (Goo) so t = t1 + t2 E (Goo) as 
well. In the second case tI, t2 E (GO!) so tl = 1 + Sl' t2 = 1 + S2 for some SI' 
S2 E (Goo). So t = t1 + t2 = (1 + SI) + (1 + S2) = 2 + SI + S2 E (Goo). A similar 
argument applies for t = tl . t2. Note that Xl . X2 restricted to Ao is constant. 

In general, we have no algorithm for selecting sets Gqq,; the inductive method we 
have just described is only a way of verifying that a given choice of G qq' will suffice. 

If IAql = 1, then Aq generates the trivial variety. Many of our examples involve 
directly indecomposable algebras A in which all but one Aq is trivial. For such A we 
have the following method of constructing G qq" 

LEMMA 6.4. Suppose A is such that for exactly one q E Q, IAql > 1 and IAq,1 = 1 
for all q' =1= q. If Tqq, =1= 0, then let Gqq, = {g} where g is any unary term for A with 
g(Aq) = A q,. Let Gqq consist of all variables and all f(YI"'" Yk) E Tqq where f is a 
fundamental operation of 'T and each Yi is either a variable or is g E Gqq, for some 
q =1= q'. Then Gqq, generates Tqq, for all q' E Q. 

PROOF. For q' =1= q, Tqq, is either empty or consists of terms that restricted to Aq 
are constant. So (Gqq,) = Tqq, in this case. Let t(XI ... xn) E Tqq. Suppose 
t(x I,···, xn) is of the form f(sl(x i ... x n), ... , Sk(Xl ... x n», with f a fundamen-
tal operation of 'T. If Si E Tqq" q' =1= q, then Si may be replaced by the term 
g E Gqq,. If Si E Tqq, then by the induction hypothesis, Si E (Gqq ). So Gqq generates 
Tqq. 

We conclude this section with a description of the varieties d("Y) for a number of 
example varieties. 

For the variety Y of Stone algebras, Example 1.1, the only simple Stone algebra is 
the 2-element Boolean algebra with universe {a, I}. Yo, the prime variety of Y, is 
the variety of Boolean algebras. The only other sub directly irreducible Stone algebra 
is the 3-element chain. Theorem 6.3(i) can be applied to find d( Y). The variety 
d( Y)o is trivial since the congruence class Ao is trivial in both subdirectly 
irreducibles. The variety d( Yh is the variety ~1 of distributive lattices with unit. 
This can be seen using Lemma 6.4 on the 3-element chain: Gll = {x /\ y, x V 
y, 1, x, y} and GlO = {O}. 

In the variety !!J k of Example 1.2, the only simple algebra is the generalized 
Boolean algebra (without 0) Q with universe {a, I}. The variety !!J k is generated by 
the k-element chain C with elements al < a2 < ... < ak = 1. We apply Theorem 
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63(iii). The algebras in (HS(C»SI are j-element chains ak- j + I , ... , ak- I , ak, for 
2 ~ j ~ k. The congruence a on each such chain has classes Co = {a k _ j + d and 
CI = {a k - j + 2 , ••• , ak - I , ad· Moreover, CI is the universe of a sub algebra of C. It 
is easily verified that d( [II k)O is the trivial variety and d( [II kh is [II k-I. 

For the variety iff of Example 1.3, the only simple algebra in iff is a k-element 
primal algebra with universe Q = {I, 2, ... , k}. The algebra A = (A, F) generates 
the variety. If Ai denotes the ith congruence class of a, then the algebra Ai is a 
primal algebra with ci elements. By Theorem 6.3(iii) d( iff); is the variety generated 
byAi· 

The only simple algebra in the variety J k , k ~ 1, of Example 1.4 is the 2-element 
interior algebra Q on {O, I}, satisfying 00 = 0,01 = 1. For any j ~ 1, (Ijh = Ii_I' 
(1)0 = Ii-I· Since (HS(lk»SI = {Ii 1 ~j ~ k}, we find d(Jk)I = J k-- I , d(Jk)o 
= .Jk-- I • 

We present some additional examples of 3-element algebras that illustrate the 
ideas of this section and of §5. We consider algebras B with universe B = {a, b, c}. 
We represent binary operations on B as 3 X 3 arrays and unary operations as 1 X 3 
arrays. For example, if B is ordered by a < b < c, then the meet operation would be 

a a a 
a b b. 
abc 

EXAMPLE 6.5 (RACA [1969]). Let B have two binary operations 

a 
+=b 

c 

b 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

and 
a 

. = a 
a 

a 
c 
b 

a 
b 
c 

and a unary operation * = c a a. The algebra B has {a, c} as its only proper 
subuniverse. The only proper congruence on B is given by a = a I bc with B / a a 
Boolean algebra. So HS(B) S contains only the 2-element Boolean algebra Q with 
universe {O, I}. Here a/a corresponds to ° E Q and b / a = c / a corresponds to 
1 E Q. Corollary 5.3 may be applied with .Yl= {B,Q}, with +, .,' being the 
operations +,., **, respectively, and 08 = a, 18 = c, 0Q = 0, lQ = 1. So "Y= 
HSP(B) has FHAP and "YFS = {Q}. Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 can be used to 
show d("Y)o is the trivial variety and d("YI) is the variety of Boolean groups (i.e., 
the variety generated by the 2-element group). 

EXAMPLE 6.6. Let B have two binary operations 
a a a abc 

. = a b band + = b c c , 
abc c c c 

a unary operation '= c a a, and constants a, b, and c. We will show that 
"Y = HSP(B) has FHAP and satisfies no nontrivial congruence identities. Corollary 
5.3 may be used to show "Y does have FHAP. Indeed, the only simple algebra in 
HS(B) is the Boolean algebra Q with universe {O, I}. For B the congruence a given 
by a I bc has B/a == Q with a/a corresponding to 0, cia to 1. Lemma 6.4 may be 
used to show d("Y)o is the trivial variety and d("Y)I is the variety of semilattices 
with both zero and unit. 
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Let n ~ 1 be arbitrary and consider the algebra Bn. Let ii = <a, ... , a), c = 
< c, ... , c), and S = {b, c y. Then A = S u {ii} is the universe of a subalgebra A of 
Bn. If y is any congruence on A, and if ii == x(y) for some x =1= ii, then c = a' == x' 
= ii( y). But in A, 8( ii, c) = V' A' SO Y = V' A' Let Ii be the congruence on A with only 
two congruence classes: Sand {ii}. Then Ii is the unique coatom of CoCA) and the 
interval faA' Ii] in CoCA) is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of the algebra S 
with universe S and operations 'Is' +Is' where S is isomorphic to the free 
meet-semilattice with unit on n free generators. Freese and Nation [1973] have 
shown that the congruence lattices of semilattices satisfy no nontrivial lattice 
identity. We apply their result to the interval faA' Ii] to complete our proof. 

Both Examples 6.5 and 6.6 as well as Example 1.1, Stone algebras, can be 
constructed by taking a 2-element Boolean algebra and replacing one element by an 
entire algebra and defining the operations on the new set in such a way that the 
hypotheses of Corollary 5.3 are satisfied. A more general construction is given in the 
next example. 

EXAMPLE 6.7. For m ~ 2, let Q be the algebra with universe {O, 1, ... , m - I} and 
with binary operations of max and min and with unary operation s given by 
s(j) = j + 1 (mod m). So < Q, max, min, s) is the primal algebra as described by 
Post [1921). For each i, 0 ~ i < m, let A; be a finite algebra with two binary 
operations (B and ° and a constant C; E Ai such that Co (B a = a (B Co = a for all 
a E Ao and aOcm_1 = 'cm_IOa = a for all a E Am-I' (Note that if Ao is the trivial 
algebra, then this condition on Ao is always satisfied.) Assume the Ai are pairwise 
disjoint and let A = UiA i. We define binary operations + and . and a unary 
operation * on A as follows: For arbitrary ai E Ai and aj E A j , 0 ~ i, j < m, 

ai + a j = ai (B aj if i = j, amax{i,j) otherwise, 
a; . aj = aiOaj if i = j, amin{i.j} otherwise, 

al = cs(i)' 

It is easily verified that CoCA) has exactly one coatom a and Ala ::= Q. The set 
{co' cl ,···, cm-d is the universe of a subalgebra of every sub algebra of A. Every 
subuniverse of A is of the form CI U C2 U ... U Cm - l with C; ~ Ai' ci E C;, and 
each C; the universe of a sub algebra of Ai' Each subalgebra of A is also directly 
indecomposable and has a unique coatom in its congruence lattice. The hypotheses 
of Corollary 5.3 hold for "Y= HSP(A) using * iterated m times for ' and Co for OA 
and Cm - l for 1A" So "Y has FHAP. By Theorem 6.3(iii), d("Y); = HSP(A;), ° ~ i < m. 

EXAMPLE 6.8 (RACA [1969]). Let B have universe {a, b, c} and three binary 
operations 

abc aaa aaa 
b a a , a b b , and a c b . 
caa abc abc 

Let "Y denote the variety generated by B. The only nontrivial congruence relation on 
B is a = a I bc with BIOI ::= Q, the 2-element Boolean ring with, say, universe {O, I}. 
Here 0 corresponds to ala and 1 corresponds to biOi = cia. A routine application 
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of Corollary 5.3, Theorem 6.3, and Lemma 6.4 shows "Y has FHAP, Q is the only 
simple algebra in "Y, and d("Y)o is the trivial variety and d("Yh is the variety 
generted by the 2-element Boolean ring. Observe that the only difference between 
this example and the variety f1B3 of Example 1.2 (d. remarks preceding Example 6.5) 
is that here the simple algebra Q is a Boolean ring with distinguished constant 0, 
while there the simple algebra Q is a generalized Boolean algebra with distinguished 
constant 1. Note that in both cases ° corresponds to the I-element class of a, and 1 
to the 2-element class of a. In §7 we shall see how this seemingly minor difference 
produces a substantial distinction between their free algebras. 

EXAMPLE 6.9. A more delicate 3-element example arises from complemented 
semigroups. For example, consider the algebra B with two binary operations 

a a a e a a 
. = a e band * = b e b . 

abe e e e 
This is like Example 5 of Bosbach [1969, p. 286]. B has two proper nontrivial 
subalgebras, one with universe Cl = {a, e} and the other with universe C2 = {b, e}. 
The sub algebras C l and C2 are not isomorphic but they are polynomially equivalent. 
The only proper congruence on B is a = a I be and B/a is isomorphic to Cl' So 
HS(B)s = {C l , C2 }. In order to apply Corollary 5.3 we have r= {C l , C2 , B}. If the 
lattice order a < b < e is imposed on B, then the meet operation for this lattice is 
given by x 1\ y = (x * y)y and the join operation x V y can be shown to be 

(( (x * y) * (xy))( (y * x) * (xy)))( (( xx) y ) * (( xy)( yx))). 
These operations V and 1\ may be used for + and . in condition (iv) of Theorem 
5.2 with IB = Ie, = Ie2 = e and 0B = 0el = a and 0e2 = b. For condition (v), 
x' = 0A *(OA * x) with A = B, Cl , or C2 will suffice. So "Y= HSP(B) has FHAP. In 
order to find d("Y), let Q l ~ Cl and Q 2 ~ C2 with Q l = {a, I}, Q2 = {2, 3} and h: 
B ~ Ql given by h(a) = ° and h(b) = h(e) = 1. Then Lemma 6.4 can be used to 
show that d("Yh is equivalent to the variety generated by the 2-element Boolean 
ring and that d("Y)o, d("Y)z, and d("Yh are each trivial varieties. 

If B is an algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 5.3, then it is possible to 
augment the universe of B with additional elements and create a new algebra C, such 
that C also satisfies the conditions of Corollary 5.3 and B is a subuniverse or 
congruence class of C. We present one construction of this type and we use it in 
Example 6.10 to show that there are finitely generated varieties "Y, having FHAP, 
for which the prime variety "Yo of "Y satisfies no nontrivial congruence identity. 

Let B be an algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 5.3 and suppose B is 
directly indecomposable and 0 Band 1 B are constants in the similarity type of B. Let 
e $. B and form the algebra C with universe B U {e} and with operations all f: 
cn ~ C such that f I Bn is an operation of B. We will show that C is simple, C also 
satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 5.3, and the variety generated by B is polynomi-
ally equivalent to a subvariety of the prime variety of HSP(C). 

It is immediate that B is polynomially equivalent to the subalgebra of C with 
universe B. Moreover, every proper sub algebra of C is polynomially equivalent to a 
sub algebra of B. Let + and . on C be the extension of + and . of B given by 
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e + X = X + e = X, e' x = x . e = e for all x E C. Then Ie = 18 and 0e = e for 
condition (iv) of Theorem 5.2. For each b E B, let + b be the binary operation on C 
defined by e + b e = e + b b = e and x + b Y = Ie otherwise. Using these operations 
one can show that C is simple and that (iii), (v), and (vi) of Theorem 5.2 all hold for 
C. Since A E HS(C) is polynomially equivalent to an algebra in HS(B) U {C} it 
only remains to show HS(C)s is multiplicative in order to apply Corollary 5.3. Note 
that up until now all prime varieties we considered were arithmetical so verifying 
5.2(ii) was always immediate in our earlier examples. 

Let D be an irredundant subdirect product of D I , ... , Dm , Di E HS(C)s, with 
D ~ DI X ... XDm • We will show D = DI X ... XDm . It suffices to show that for 
each i, 1 ~ i ~ m, there is an element di E D with di(i) = ID and di(j) = 0D for 

, J 

j =1= i. The family H(Bh is multiplicative and B is polynomially equivalent to a 
sub algebra of Di for those i with Di = C. By using the two unary operations go, gl 
defined by go(e) = OB' go(b) = 18 for all bE B, glee) = 18, gl(b) = 0B for all 
b E B, and the fact that HS(B)s is multiplicative, it is possible to show that there is 
an element bi E D with bi(i) = I D, and for j =1= i, bi(j) = 08 if Di = C and 
bi(j) = OD, if Di =1= C. By multiplying all elements in D by . we get 0D E D with 
0D(i) = OD, for all i. Finally let EB be any binary operation with EBI 82 = +, 
08 EB e = e, 18 EB e = lB' Then di = bi EB 0D' 

EXAMPLE 6.10. Let B = ({a,b,c}, +, ',',a,b,c) be the algebra of Example 6.6. 
Let C be the algebra with universe B U {e} constructed above and "Y = HSP(C). 
Then "Y has FHAP and ("Y)o contains C which has a sub algebra B' with universe 
{ a, b, c} that is polynomially equivalent to B. The variety HSP(B') satisfies no 
nontrivial congruence identity. Hence 1'0 satisfies no nontrivial congruence iden-
tity. In particular, 1'0 is not arithmetical. 

7. Free algebras in varieties with FHAP. We will now examine the relationship 
between the structure of the finitely generated free algebras in a locally finite varjety 
"Y with FHAP on the one side, and that of the free algebras in the prime and 
derived varieties on the other. Information on the number of direct factors of the 
free algebra in "Y can often be obtained from the prime variety "Yo, while the 
structure of the direct factors is, to some degree, determined by the derived varieties. 

In Theorem 4.3 we showed that if "Y is a locally finite variety with FHAP, which, 
in addition, satisfies S("YFS) ~ P(fs), then "Yo is arithmetical and semisimple. In 
this case, then, F r. ( n ) is a direct product of simple algebras. o 

LEMMA 7.1. Let "Y be a locally finite variety with FHAP, satisfiying S("YFS) ~ 
P(fs). Let a l , ... , ak be a list of the coatoms of Fy--(n). Then FY--o(n) ~ 
n7~IFy--(n)/ai' 

PROOF. Let 8 = A7~lai' and let {Xl" .. , xn} be a set of free generators of Fy--(n). 
Then x l/8, ... , xn/8 generate Fy--(n)/8, and clearly Fy--(n)/8 E "Yo. As 1'0 is 
semisimple, in order to show Fy--(n)/8 is freely generated by x l/8, ... ,xn/8 it is 
sufficient to show that any map f: {xl/8, ... , xn/8} ~ Q such that 
[{f(xl/8), ... ,f(xn/8)}] = Q, Q E "YFS ' can be extended to a homomorphism j: 
Fy--(n}/8 ~ Q. Let g: Fy--(n} ~ Q be the homomorphism satisfying g(xJ = f(x;!8), 
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i = 1, ___ , n_ Then g is onto, and hence ker g = ai' where 1 ~ i ~ k_ Therefore 
ker g ~ 8, so by the homomorphism theorem there exists a homomorphism j: 
Fr(n)/8 ~ Q such that j(xj8) = g(x), for all x E Fr(n)- j is the desired 
extension, and hence Fro(n) = Fr(n)j8. By Lemma 4.1, Fr(n)j8 = n~~IFr(n)jai' 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 

COROLLARY 7.2. Let "f/ be a locally finite variety with FHAP satisfying S("f/FS ) ~ 

P("f/.s). Then the number of directly indecompsable factors of Fro(n) equals that of 
Fr(n). 

PROOF. Let a1, ••• , a k be a list of the coatoms of Fr(n). By Lemma 3.1 Fr(n) has 
k directly indecomposable factors, and by Lemma 7.1, so does Fro( n). 

If "f/o = HSP(Q), with Q primal, then the number k of direct factors of Fro(n) is 
IQln. If Q is quasiprimal, then k can be determined from the structure of subalge-
bras arid internal isomorphisms of Q. See Foster and Pixley [1964] and Quackenbush 
[1974] for examples. In Taylor [1975] all quasiprimal algebras Q with Q = {a, I} are 
described in detail and their free algebras are explictly given. For the examples in 
this paper we only need observe that the free Boolean algebra on n free generators 
has 2n factors and the free Boolean ring has 2n - l. 

We now turn our attention to the directly indecomposable factor~ of Fr( n). From 
now on in this section, "f/ will stand for a locally finite variety "f/ with FHAP. 

Let X be any finite set, Q E "f/FS and f: X ~ Q such that [f(X)] = Q, and let 
(B,/) E "f/FDl! Q, i: (X, j) ~ (B,/), (i.e., j 0 i = j). We say that (B, j) is freely 
generated by (X, j) with respect to i in "f/FDI ! Q if for all (C, g) E "f/FDI ! Q and for 
all h: (X, j) ~ (C, g) there exists a unique morphism h: (B,/) ~ (C, g) such that 
hoi = h, or equivalently, such that go h = j (see Diagram A). 

DIAGRAM A 

We often suppress the phrase "with respect to i" and we always denote the 
homomorphism corresponding to f by j. Observe that if (Bl' fl) and (B2' f2) are 
both freely generated by (X, j), then (Bl' fl) = (B2' f2)' i.e., there exists an isomor-
phism h: Bl ~ B2 such that f2 0 h = ft. 

We first establish the existence of free objects in "f/FDI ! Q. 

THEOREM 7.3. Let "f/ be a locally finite variety with FHAP and Q E "f/FS. Let X be 
a finite set and f: X ~ Q such that [f( X)] = Q. There is a (B,/) E "f/FDI ! Q which 
is freely generated by (X, j) in "f/FDI ! Q. 
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PROOF. Let j: F,v(X) -» Q be a homomorphism extending f, and a = ker/. 
Then a is a coatom of CoF,v(n), and by Theorem 3.4, F,v(X)/a++ is directly 
indecomposable with a the unique coatom in [a++, V']. Let j: F,v(X)!a++-» Q be 
such that f 0 Pa++= f, and i: X ----+ F,v(X)!a++ given by i(x) = x/a++. Here Pa++ 
denotes the quotient map associated with a++. Then i: (X,!) ----+ (F,v(X)!a++,j). 
We claim that (F,v(X)/a++,j) is freely generated by (X,!) in 1'"FDl!Q with 
respect to i. To see this, let (C,g) E 1'"FDdQ and h: (X,!) ----+ (e,g). Let h: 
F,v(X) ----+ C extend h: X ----+ C. Then go h = f, and hence kerh ~ kerf = a. Again, 
by Theorem 3.4, we conclude kerh ~ a++. Hence there exists a homomorphism h: 
F,v(X)/a++ ----+ C such that h 0 Pa++= h. Since h(i(x» = h(x/a++) = h 0 Pa++(x) = 
hex) = hex), we have hoi = h, as desired. Finally, the map h is unique since i(X) 
generates F,v(X)/a++. 

Given Q E 1'"FS' a finite set X and f: X ----+ Q such that [f( X)] = Q, let 
(F~ I Q( X, f), f) denote the object in 1'"FDI ! Q freely generated by (X, f). We will 

FDI'" 

call the algebra F ,vFDI ~ Q( X, f) a free directly indecomposable. 

COROLLARY 7.4. Let 1'" be a locally finite variety with FHAP. Then B E 1'"F is a 
free directly indecomposable iff B is isomorphic to a directly indecomposable factor of 
F,v(n), for some n < w. 

PROOF. = Suppose (B,f*) is freely generated by (X,!) where f: X ----+ Q, 
[f(X)] = Q, X finite By the proof of 7.3, there is a directly indecomposable factor 
F,v(X)/a++ of F,v(X) and a map j: F,v(X)!a++ -» Q such that (F,v(X)!a++,j) is 
freely generated by (X,!) as well. By the uniqueness of free objects in V FDI ! Q we 
infer B ~ F,v(x)/a++. 

= Let B E 1'"F be isomorphic to a directly indecomposable factor of F,v(X), X 
finite. By the results of §3, B ~ F,v( X)! a ++ for some coatom a of Co(F,v( X». Let 
Q = F,v(X)/a and j: F,v(X) -» Q, f = fl x. Let j: F,v(X)/a++ -» Q be such that 
f 0 Pa++= /. As in the proof of Theorem 7.3, one can verify that (F,v(X)/a++,j) is 
freely generated by (X, f) in 1'"FDI ! Q. Thus B is a free directly indecomposable. 

By combining these results with Corollary 7.2 we get 

COROLLARY 7.5. Let 1'" be a locally finite variety with FHAP such that S(1'"FS) ~ 
P("Ys), and let X be a finite set. Suppose F,vo(X) = n7~lQi' where Q i E 1'"FS' 
i = 1, ... , k, and let fi: X ----+ Qi be Pi I x' where Pi is the ith projection of F,vo( X) onto 
Qi· Then F,v(X) ~ n7~lF,vFDdQ,(X,/;). 

We will now investigate the structure of the free indecomposables in 1'". The 
results obtained apply to finitely generated free algebras in locally finite varieties 
with FHAP; since any such algebra belongs to a finitely generated variety with 
FHAP we will for the sake of simplicity from now on discuss such varieties only. 

Suppose 1'"= HSP(C), where C is a finite algebra, and 1'" has FHAP. Let 
B = F~ J. Q( X,!), where Q E 1'"FS' X is a finite set and f: X ----+ Q is a map such 

FDI 

that [f(X)] = Q. Since F,v(X) E PsD(HS(C)SI) and B is a direct factor of F,v(X), 
it follows from Lemma 4.5 that BE PsD(HS(C)SI) as well. In fact, if j: F,v(X) ----+ Q 
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extends f: X ~ Q, and a = kerj, then 
B = Fr-{X)/a++E PsD({Fr-{X)/ys: s E S}) 

where a++.::; Ys'::; a and Fr-(X)/ys E (HS(C»SI' Let {Cs:s E S} be the set of 
subdirectly irreducibles thus obtained, and Is: Cs ~ Q the onto homomorphisms 
associated with Ys' Then we have natural morphisms Ps: (B, j) ~ (Cs' fs) (in 
"f/FDJ t Q), and the family (ps: S E S) separates points. In fact, if we define the 
product ns E s(Cs'/s) in "f/ t Q to be the pair (P, p), where P is the subalgebra of 
ns E sCs with universe 

P = {(C.)SES E TI Cs I fs{c.) = fAcs')' all S, Sf E s}, 
sES 

p: P ~ Q by P({C.)SES) = fsJcs) for some So E S 
then ns E sPs: (B,j) ~ ns E s(Cs'/s) is a subdirect embedding in the category 
"f/ tQ, (even in "f/FD tQ if nSES(CS'/s) is directly indecomposable). For future 
reference we collect these facts in the following theorem: 

THEOREM 7.6. Let C be a finite algebra, and suppose the variety "f/= HSP(C) has 
FHAP. Let Q E "f/FS' X a finite set andf: X ~ Q such that [f(X)] = Q. Then there 
exists a finite collection {Cs:s E S} ~ (HS(C»SI' onto homomorphismsfs: Cs -» Q, 
s E S, and Ps: Fr-FD/~Q(X,f) -» Cs such that fs 0 Ps = j, S E S, and the family 
(ps: s E S) separates points. 

These remarks lead to an obvious upperbound for IBI, which we will now 
compute in the special case that all sub directly irreducibles in the representation of 
the free indecomposables are subobjects of a given object. This will be the case in 
almost all of our applications and will simplify notation considerably. Suppose 
"f/ = HSP(C), Q E "f/FS' and let us assume all subdirectly irreducibles (Cs'/s) are 
embeddable in the fixed object (D, g) E "f/FDI t Q. Then (B, f) can be embedded in 
nsEs(D,g). Suppose Q has domain {l, ... ,k} and let, as usual, Di=g-I({i}), 
i = 1, ... , k, and suppose IDil = ci' i = 1, ... , k. Let Xi = f- 1({i}), i = 1, ... , k, 
ni = IX;!, i = 1, ... , k, and n = IXI = L7=lni' We may assume that the represen-
tation of (B, j) is reduced, i.e., if s *- Sf, then Psi B *- Ps,1 B' or, equivalently, Ps 0 i I x 
*- Ps' 0 i I x' Since Ps 0 i(~) ~ Dj , it follows that lSI.::; n7=IC;' = m. Also IBI = 
L7=IIBil, and IBil.::; clS, .::; c;'. Thus IBI .::; L7=lC;'. 

In Example 1.3 this upperbound is attained. As noticed in §6, the only simple 
algebra in <ff is the k-element primal algebra Q. Let g: A ~ Q. Given any f: X ~ Q 
let HI = {h: X ~ Alh: (X,f) ~ (A, g)} and let i: X ~ nhEHfA be the canonical 
map, that is i(xh = h(x). It is easy to verify that [i(X)] ~ F,fFDdQ(X,f) and the 
universe of [i(X)] is U7=lnhElfjAi' Hence IF,fFDdQ(X,f)1 = L7=IC;', where m = 
IHII = n7=IC;i. By Corollary 7.5 we get 

k 

IFAx)l= TI IF,fFDI~Q(X,f)I= TI LC;' 
/EQX /EQx i=1 

(see Demetrovics, Hannak and Ronyai [1982]). 
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In the next theorem we find a lower bound for the cardinality of the free 
indecoposables. Again, let X be a finite set, "f/ = HSP(C) a finitely generated 
variety with FHAP, Q E "f/FS and I: X ~ Q such that [f(X)] = Q. If B = 
F--rFDJiQ(X,f), j: B ~ 9, then for q E Q, Bqdenotes, as before, the d("f/)q-algebra 
of type 7q with domain I -l( { q }). 

THEOREM 7.7. Let "f/, C, B, X, Q, I be as in the previous paragraph. 
For q E Q let Xq = I-l ({ q}). Then Fd("f"")q(Xq) E IS(Bq) and hence 

IBI ~ L 1 Fd(--r)q(i Xq I) I· 
qEQ 

PROOF. Let q E Q, if/= d("f/)q, and Xq = {xl, ... ,xt }. Let PI, P2 be jf::terms 
such that Pl(Xl"", x t) "* P2(x l , ... , x t) in Ftr(Xq). By the definition of d("f/)q 
there exists an object (A, g) E "f/FDI! Q with a l , ... , at E Aq such that 

Pl(al ... at)"* P2(al ... at) in A q • 

Now define a map h: X ~ A satisfying h(x) = ai' j = 1, ... , t, h(x) E g-I(f(X» 
for x E X\ Xq. Then h: (X,f) ~ (A, g), and h can thus be extended to a map h: 
(B, I) ~ (A, g), with hoi = h. Since h(p/i(xl ), ... , i(xJ» = p/al ... at), j = 
1,2, it follows that Pl(i(Xl ), ... , i(xt» "* P2(Xl ), ... , i(xt» in B. Hence the map 
xi ~ i(x), j = 1, ... , t extends to an embedding of Ftr(Xq ) into Bq • 

In many of the examples the lower bound provided by Theorem 7.7 is actually 
exact. By way of illustration we will discuss the case of Stone algebras (Example 1.1) 
in detail. In the remarks following Lemma 6.4 we observed that the only subdirectly 
irreducible Stone algebras are the 2-element Boolean algebra S2 with universe, say, 
{a, I}, and the 3-element chain S3 = < {a, a, I}, /\, V, *, I), with ° < a < 1. Thus 
"f/= HSP(S3) and "f/FS = {S2}' We further showed there that d("f/)o is trivial and 
d( "f/h is the variety 9)1 of distributive lattices with unit. Since S2 is primal, 
K~(X) = S2S~XI, and hence, by Corollary 7.5, F--r(X) = nfESxF~ 'S (X, f). In 

, 0 2 . FDl'" 2 

order to determine the free indecomposables, let us fix I: X ~ S2 for the remainder 
of this proof, and write Xo = l-l({O}), Xl = l-l({l}). By Theorem 7.7 

I F--rFD1 J. S2( X, I) I ~ 1 Fd("f"")o(1 XO I) 1 + 1 Fd(--rh (I XII) 1 = 1 + IF~I (I XII) I· 

We claim that the inequality can be shaprened to an equality. Without loss .of 
generality we may assume X = {Xl"'" xn} with {Xl"'" X k } = XO' 

{Xk+I, ... ,Xn} = Xl' ° ~ k ~ n. A typical member of F--rFDJi S2(X,f) can be writ-
ten '11/t(X I, ... , x n», where t(x l , ... , xn) E F--r(X) and 'TTf is the projection F--r(X) 
~ F~~ 'S (X, f). If i: (X,f) ~ F-r: 'S (X,f) denotes, as usual, the canonical 

, FDI'" 2 FDI '" 2 

embedding, then 'TT/t(X I, ... , Xn» = t(i(XI),···, i(xn», evaluated in F--rFDJi S2(X, f). 
We will show that either t(i(xl ), ... , i(xn» = 1* or there is a 9)cterm r of arity IXII 
such that t(i(xl ), ... , i(xn» = r(i(xk+l)' ... ,i(xn». This will prove that 
IF--rFD/.!.S2(X, f)1 ~ 1 + IF&il1(lxIDI· 

By Theorem 7.6, p: F-r: 'S (X,f) ~ nSESCS is a subdirect embedding, where 
FDI'" 2 _ 

Cs E {S2' S3}' and Ps: (F--rFDI J. S2( X), f) ~ (Cs' Is)' and we may think of 
F--rFD /.!.S2(X, I) as a subalgebra of IIsEsCs' If I(t) = 0, then 
Is(Ps(t(i(x l ), ... , i(xn)))) = ° for all S E S, hence t(i(x l ), ... , i(xn» = ° = 1*. In 
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particular, i(x) = 0, 1 ~j ~ k. If I<t) = 1, then fs(Ps(t(i(xI), ... ,i(xn)))) = 1, 
hence Ps(t(i(x l ), ... , i(xn») E {a, I}, for all s E S. In this case, there is a 22cterm 
r(xk+l' ... ,xn) such that t(i(xl ), ... , i(xn» = r(i(xn+l ), ... ,i(xn» in 
Fi""FDd S2(X, f). We show this by induction on the complexity of t. If t = Xj' then 
since I<t) = 1, k + 1 ~j ~ n, and r = Xj will do. The induction steps involving 
V, /\, and 1 present no problems. Finally, if t = u*, then since I< t) = 1, j( u) = 0, 
and thus u(i(x l ), ... , i(xn» = 0, whence t(i(xl ), ... , i(xn» = 1. In this case we can 
use the 22cterm r = 1. We have thus shown that iFi""FD1~SJX,f)1 = 1 + iFEiJ//XID/. 
Finally, for ° ~ j ~ n, /U E 2x: /f-I({1 })I = j} / = (j), hence 

I Fi""(X) I = TI (1 + IFEiJI(j) If)· 
J=O 

The same method of proof applies more generally. 
Fact 7.8. Let f/, C, Q, X, and f: X --7 Q be as in the paragraph before 7.7. Set 

Xq = f- l ({ q}), q E Q. Then iFi""FDl~Q(X,f)1 = LqEQiFd(i"")q(Xq)/ if the following 
condition is satisfied. 

(7.9) For every n-ary r-term t(x l , ... , xn) there is a d(f/)q-term (of type 7"q) 
tq(Xi, ,···, Xi) where q = t(f(x1),···, f(x n», Xq = {XiI"'" Xi)' such that 

(7.10) for all j: (X, f) --7 (Cs'/s), s E S, 
t(j(XI), ... ,j(XJ) = tq(j(x;), ... ,j(Xi)) inCs ' 

Note that in this case t does not depend on the variables inX\ Xq . If condition 7.9 
is met, then the assignment t - (Xq,tq) is 1-1, and hence iFi""FD1~Q(X,f)/ ~ 
LqEQiFd(i"")q(Xq)/. Recall that the reverse inequality always holds by virtue of 
Theorem 7.7. 

In fact, we need to verify (7.9) only for the fundamental operations: 

THEOREM 7.11. Suppose for all finite X = {Xl"'" xn} and all f: X --7 Q such that 
[I(X)] = Q, and for every fundamental operation c(x I , ... , xn) there exists a d(f/)q-
term Cixi1, ... , Xi) where q = f(x l, ... , x n), {Xi""" xd = f- l ({ q}), such that 
(7.10) holds, i.e., 

(7.12) for allj: (X, f) --7 (Cs'/s), s E S, 
c(j(xl), ... ,j(xn)) = cq(j(xi),···,j(xi)) in Cs' 

Then 

IFi""FDl~Q(X'/)I= L I Fd(i"")q(Xq) I· 
qEQ 

PROOF. We show by induction on the complexity of the terms that (7.10) is met. If 
t(xl , ... , Xn) = Xi' for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n, we use tix;) = Xi' Now suppose that for 
every f: X --7 Q, X finite, [I(X)] = Q, and all terms in X of complexity < m (7.10) 
is satisfied. Let X be finite, say, X = {Xl"'" Xn}, f: X --7 Q, [I( X)] = Q, and let 
t(xl , ... , xn) be a r-term of complexity m. Then 

t(x1,···,xn) = C(tl(XI"",Xn),···,tk(Xl"",Xn))' 
where c(xI, ... , x k) is a fundamental operation, and ti(X I , ... , xn) are terms of 
complexity < m, i = 1, ... , k. Let 

q = t(J(x l ),··· '/(xn)), and qi = ti(J(X I ),··· '/(xn)), i = 1, ... , k. 
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Now let !': X' ---+ Q, with X' finite, {Xl"'" xd ~ X', [f'( X')] = Q, such that 
I'(x;) = qi' i = 1, ... , k. By hypothesis there exists a d(1"")q-term ciXil, ... , x;), 
where {Xi1""'x,) = (f,)-l({q}), such that (7.12) holds for (X,!,), c, and cq. In 
particular, 

C(tl (j(X1 ),···, j(xn)),···, tk(j(XI ),···, j(xn))) 

= Cq(ti1(j(XI ), ... , j(xJ), ... , ti,(j(XI ),···, j(xn))) 

for all j: (X,!,) ---+ (Cs'/s)' By the induction hypothesis, the ti(XI, ... ,xn) can in 
J 

turn be replaced by terms (ti)iXjl, ... ,xjJ, where Xq = {xN ... ,xjm }. Thus the 
d(1"")q-term to be assigned to t(x l , ... , xn) is 

cq( (tJ /xiJ"'" xjJ, ... , (tiJ /xiJ"'" xjJ). 

REMARK 7.13. The tests (7.10) and (7.12) can in many cases be simplified 
considerably. Suppose C is directly indecomposable, /*: C ---+ Q an onto homomor-
phism. If for every S E S there is a C; E S(C) and h s: C; .... C2, such that the pair 
(C;'/s 0 h s) can be embedded in (C,I*), i.e., there exists an embedding js: 
(C;, Is 0 h s) ---+ (C, /*), then clearly it will suffice to verify (7.10), resp. (7.12) only for 
all j: (X, I) ---+ (C, 1*). 

These observations make it possible to determine with little effort the free spectra 
of the varieties listed in Table 1. All of them contain only one simple algebra-the 
2-element Boolean algebra, the 2-element Boolean ring, or the 2-element generalized 
Boolean algebra-and Remark 7.13 applies in all these cases. In addition to the 
examples so far, Table 1 also includes the variety of Heyting algebras (e.g., Balbes 
and Dwinger [1974]) generated by a 3-element chain; the analysis is similar to that 
for Brouwerian algebras. 

In a similar way we can determine the free spectrum of the variety 1""= HSP(A) 
of Example 6.7. The only simple algebra here is the primal algebra Q. Let X be a 
finite set, I: X ---+ Q such that [f(X)] = Q and let /*: A .... Q. If.A' E S(A), then 
A' is directly indecomposable, in fact, there is a unique homomorphism!': A' .... Q, 
and the (A', !') can in turn be embedded in (A, /*). Thus we need to test (7.12) only 
for morphisms j: (X, I) ---+ (A, /*). We apply Theorem 7.11. Let X be finite, 
X:2 {Xl' X2 }, f: X ---+ Q arbitrary. Then [f(X)] = Q. If I(x l ) = l(x2 ) = q then 
for all j: (X,I) ---+ (A,/*), j(xl ) + j(x2 ) = j(xl ) EElj(x 2 ); hence EEl is the sought 
for d(1"")q-term. If I(x l ) < l(x 2 ) = q, then j(xl ) + j(x 2 ) = j(x2 ); hence x 2 is the 
required d(1"")q-term. The operations 0 and * are treated similarly. Thus 

m-l 

1 FrFDIJ,Q(X,j) 1 = L 1 FHSP(A) X;) I, 
i~O 

and 

(7.14) 

In the variety of complemented semigroups (Example 6.9), there are two simple 
algebras Q I and Q2' The generator of the variety, B, is directly indecomposable, and 
Bja == QI' Let h: B .... Ql' be a surjective homomorphism. Given a finite set X, 
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and a map I: X ~ Ql' such that [f(X)] = Ql (i.e., Xo =1= 0), we see as before that 
1F.,v, ~Q (X, f) = IFd(r) (Xo)1 + IFd(r) (X1 )1; since d(1"")o is trivial and d(1""h is 

FDI • 1 ~ 1 IXll 
the vanety of Boolean nngs, we get 1F.,v, 'Q(X,f)1 = 1 + 22 -1. For a map I: 

FDI'" 1 

X ~ Q2 such that [f(X)] = Q 2 (i.e., Xo =1= 0) we find similarly IFrFvdQ,(X,f)1 = 

1 + 1 = 2. Let 1""0 = HSP({Ql' Q2})' then Fro(n) == Qf-1 X Qf-1. Hence 

[ 
n-l 1 IFr{n) I = TI (I + 22"'-1)(.:'1) .22"-1. 
nl =0 

Thus far we have discussed the case where IFr(n)1 is minimal relative to fo and 
d(1"")q' q E Q, Q E 1""FS' We will now consider a condition on 1"" which will 
provide a larger lower bound for IFr(n)l. 

THEOREM 7.15. Let C be a linite algebra, and suppose 1""= HSP(C) has FHAP. 
Let Q E 1""FS' X a linite set and I: X ~ Q such that [f( X)] = Q, q E Q. Suppose 
that lor all q' E Q there are unary terms Uq'q such that lor all A E HS(C)SI ~ Q, 
uq'q(A q,) = A q. Then IFrFDdQ(X,f)ql > IFd(r)q(X)I. 

PROOF. By Theorem 6.3(iii), d(1"")q = HSP{Aq: A E HS(C)SI ~Q}, hence 
FdW)q(X) E ISP{Aq: A E HS(C)SI~Q}. Let (Cs' Is) E HS(C)sdQ, s = 1, ... , m, 
and k: Fd(r)q(X) ~ 07'=l(Cs )q be an embedding. We claim there is a homomor-
phism 

m 

h: FrFD1~Q{X'/) ~ }] Cs 

such that 

Write X = {xl, ... , xn}. Choose yj E (Cs)f(xi) in such a way that uf(xi)iyj) = 
(k(x i »,. This is possible by hypothesis'oLet hs: X ~ Cs be defined by hs(xi) = yj, 
j = 1, ... , n. By the choice of yj we actually have h s: (X, f) ~ (Cs' IS>. Let h s: 
(FrFD1~Q(X,f),j) ~ (Cs'/s) be the extension, and let h = 07'=lhs: FrFD1~Q(X,f) 
~ n7'=lCs ' Then hoi = n;=lh s, and thus h 0 i(xi) = yi, j = 1, ... , n. In order to 
check that h satisfies (*), let z = w(x1, •.• , xn) E Fd(r)q(X) be arbitrary. Then 

k{z) = w(k{xl ), ... , k{x n)) 

= (w(k{x l L, ... ,k{xnL)):=l 

= (w( uf(x1)q(Y;), ... , uf(x")q{Ysn) )r=l 
= w( uf(x1)q(yl), ... , uf(Xn)q{yn)) 

= w( uf(x1)q( h 0 i{ xl)), . .. , Uf(xn)q{ h 0 i{ Xn))) 

= h ( W( Uf(x1)q( i{ Xl), . .. , Uf(X")q{ i{ Xn))))). 
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Furthermore, 

f(W{Uf(x1)q{i(Xl)), ... ,Uf(xn)q(i(xn)))) = W(q, ... ,q) = q. 

That completes the proof of (*). The conclusion of the theorem is now immediate. 
In the next theorem a condition is given which guarantees that the lower bound of 

Theorem 7.15 is also an upper bound: 

THEOREM 7.16. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.15 now suppose that for all q, 
q' E Q there are unary terms Vqq, such that for all A E HS(C)SI ~ Q, vqq,(Aq) = A q,. 
Then F,vFDI ~ Q( X, f) q E SH(Fd(,v)q( X)), and hence 

IF,vFDl~Q(X,f) I ~ L 1 Fd(nq(X) I· 
qEQ 

PROOF. By Theorem 7.6, we may assume F,v; I Q( X, f) = B is a subalgebra of the 
FDl~ _ 

algebra TIs E sCs' with Cs E HS(B) Sf ~ Q, and homomorphisms piB, f) ---+ (Cs, fs)' 
Let X = {x\ ... , xn}; then /(i(x J)) = fs(i(xJ).), s E S, j = 1, ... , n. Set qJ = 
/(i(x J)), j = 1, ... , n. Choose for s E S, j = 1, ... , n, an element y} E (Cs)q such 
that Vqqj(yj) = i(xJ)., and let yJ = (yj)SES' j = 1, ... , n. Let D be the d("Y)q-
algebra generated by {y\ ... ,yn}. Note that DE H(FdW)/X)) and D ~ 
TIsES(CS)q' Let z = w(i(xl), ... ,i(xn)) E Bq. Then z = w(vqql(yl), ... ,Vqqn(yn)). 
Furthermore, for s E S, 

q = fs ( z s) = Is ( W { v qq' ( y; ) , ... , V qqn (Ysn) ) ) 

= W(Vqql(q), ... ,Vqqn(q)). 

Thus z belongs to the d("Y)q-subalgebra generated by y\ ... , yn, and hence 
Bq ~ D. That completes the proof of the theorem. 

The condition on the existence of the unary terms Vqq' cannot be omitted. For 
example, if in Example 1.3 we let A = {a, b, c, d, e}, a: = ab I cde and A/a: = {1,2}, 
Q = A/a:, then Cl = 2, c2 = 3, and hence IFd(n.<n)1 = 22n, IFd(,vj,(n) I = 33n. Let 
X = {x}, and f: {x} ---+ {1,2} be given by f(x) = 2. Let B = F,vFDdQ(X,f), then 
we get IBll = 23 > 22; hence Bl is not a sub algebra of a I-generated d("Yh-algebra. 

A more general version of Theorem 7.16 can be proven. Its hypotheses are the 
same as those of 7.16, except we suppose now that for each q' E Q there is an 
nq,-ary term tqq,(xl, ... ,xn) such that tqq,(Anq') = A q, for all A E HS(C)s,!Q. 
Then a similar argument shows Bq is a sub algebra of an (Lj~lnf(xJ»)-generated 
d("Y)q-algebra. Hence IBql ~ IFdW)q(Lj~lnf(xj»)I. 

Putting Theorems 7.15 and 7.16 together, we get 

COROLLARY 7.17. If for all q, q' E Q there are unary terms Uqq" Vq'q such that for 
all A E HS(C)SI ~ Q U qq': Aq ---+ Aq, and Vq'q: Aq, ---+ Aq are both onto, then Bq ~ 
Fd(nq(X), for q E Q, and hence IBI = LqEQlFdW)q(X)I. 

EXAMPLE 7.18. As an example consider the variety oF3 of interior algebras (cf. 
Example 1.4; Table 2). Here C = {O, a, b, I}, with ° < a, b < 1, b = a', and 
Oa = 00 = 0, Db = b, D1 = 1. The unique coatom a: of Co(C) has partition Oa I b1. 
Let Q = Cia: be the interior algebra on {O, I}, then Co = {O, a}, Cl = {b, I}. The 
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class HS(C)SI! Q consists of C and Q, and hence we can take UlO and U 01 to be 
complementation. As observed in §6 d(f3)1 is the variety f 2- generated by the 
2-element generalized interior algebra with 1, I;, while d(f3)O is the variety .}2-
generated by the 2-element generalized closure algebra with O. Given f: X -+ Q we 
find, by Corollary 7.17, 

Thus !F.;-,(n) I = nfEQn22n = (22n)2" = 222". 
EXAMPLE 7.19. Another application of the corollary is found in the variety 

1l'p2 = HSP(Zp2) (Example 5.5). In §5 we verified it has FHAP, with Zp the only 
simple in 1l'p2. In §6 we verified for p = 2 that d(1l'p2)i' 0 ~ i ~ P - 1, is the variety 
db; of Abelian p-groups with constants; in a similar way one can show this holds 
for all prime p. Given i, j E Zp' let ui/x) = (x + j - 1) mod(p). Then ui} is 1-1 
and onto, and thus the hypotheses of Corollary 7.17 are satisfied with Vi} = ui]. We 
find for f: X -+ Zp 

Hence 

8. Varieties which have the FHAP hereditarily. In §6 we associated with a finitely 
generated variety "Y which has FHAP the family d("Y) of derived varieties 
< d( "Y) q I q E Q, Q E "YFS )' If all of those have FHAP themselves, we can repeat the 
process. We can thus assign to any finitely generated variety a tree, whose nodes are 
labeled by varieties. More precisely, given any finitely generated variety "Y, let 

if "Y has FHAP, 
otherwise. 

Note that if "Y is a trivial variety, then d("Y) = 0. Let T("Y) be the tree with root 
"Y, immediate successors d("Y)q' q E Q, Q E "YFS ' and subtrees T(d("Y)q), q E Q, 
Q E "YFS ' If "Y is generated by a finite set :£ of finite algebras, each of cardinality 
at most k, then no branch of T("Y) can contain more than k nodes. For by 6.3(iii), 
each variety d("Y)q' q E Q, Q E "YFS is generated by algebras A q, with A E 

HS(:£)sl' and IAql < IAI since simple algebras are nontrivial. Furthermore, by 
Theorem 6.3(iii), all d("Y)q E d("Y) are finitely generated, and hence, by Theorem 
4.6, d( "Y) and d( d( "Y) q) are finite sets, for all q E Q, Q E "YFS ' Thus T( "Y) is a 
tree all of whose nodes have finite degree and the length of whose paths is bounded 
by k and hence must be finite. 
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EXAMPLES. The tree of the variety of Stone algebras (Example 1.1) is as shown in 
Diagram B. 

~l 

DIAGRAMB 

Here ~l is the variety of distributive lattices with 1, .r the trivial variety. 
The tree of the variety !1l k (Example 1.2) is Diagram C. 

.r .r 

V 
y y':');::'" 
Y.k-l 

DIAGRAMC 

If iff is the variety defined in Example 1.3, then T( iff) is Diagram D. 

DIAGRAMD 

Here"Y; = HSP(A;), with Ai a crelement primal algebra, i = 1, ... , k, and "fiji is a 
trivial variety of the appropriate similarity type. 

Finally, the tree of the variety 53 of interior algebras (Example 1.4; cf. Example 
7.18) is as shown in Diagram E. 

DIAGRAME 
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DEFINITION 8.1. A finitely generated variety "Y has FHAP hereditarily if all of the 
end nodes of its tree T( "Y) are labeled by a trivial variety. 

Thus, except for the variety of Stone algebras, all examples just given have the 
FHAP hereditarily. Furthermore, all of them are arithmetical-and that is no 
coincidence. 

LEMMA 8.2. Let "Y be a finitely generated variety with FHAP. Suppose that every 
d("Y)q is arithmetical. Then so is "Y. 

PROOF. For d("Y)q E d("Y), let mq(x, y, z) be a Pixley term for d("Y)q. Let 
Q E "YFS ' X = {Xl' X 2 , X 3 }, f: X ~ Q such that [J(x)] = Q, and Bf = 
FYFDd Q( X, f) the free directly indecomposable of "Y f-freely generated by 
{Xl' X 2 , X3}' Let 

_ {mq(~p x 2 , x 3) if f(x l ) = f(x 2 ) = f(x 3 ) = q, 
mf(xl , X2 , x 3) - Xl If f(x l ) * f(x 2 ), 

X3 if f(x l ) = f(x 2 ) * f(X3)' 

Then m/xI' X2 , x 3 ) E Bf , by Theorem 7.7. But by Corollary 7.4 F;r(3) ~ TIfE FBf 
where § is some set of maps f: X ~ Q, [J(X)] = Q, Q E "YFS ' Then 

m(x, y, z) = \ mf(x, y, z): f E §) 
is a Pixley term for "Y, and hence "Y is arithmetical. 

COROLLARY 8.3. Suppose "Y is a finitely generated variety. If all of the end nodes of 
T("Y) are arithmetical, then so is "Y. 

PROOF. By induction on the height of T( "Y) and the previous lemma. 
In particular we have 

COROLLARY 8A Any finitely generated variety which has FHAP hereditarily is 
arithmetical. 

We have not been able to give an intrinsic characterization of the varieties which 
have FHAP hereditarily, but we can identify a large class of them. First we establish 
some preparatory results. 

LEMMA 8.5. Let "Y be a finitely generated arithmetical variety with FHAP. If 
iY E d ( "Y), then "If/" is arithmetical as well. 

PROOF. Let m(x, y, z) be a Pixley term for "Y. Suppose "If/"= d("Y)q' q E Q, 
Q E "YFS ' Since m(q,q,q) = q, mE Tq , and hence "If/" has a Pixley term, too. Thus 
iY is arithmetical. 

By Theorem 5.1, an arithmetical variety has FHAP if all its sub directly irreducible 
algebras have the Apple Property. In Example 1.2 !II k meets this requirement, and 
so do the derived varieties, since they are of the same kind: d(!IIk) = (!IIo' !Ilk-I)' 
!II k is an example of what are called congruence relative Stone varieties with 
permuting congruences in Blok, Kohler and Pigozzi [1984]. A congruence relative 
Stone variety is any variety with equationally definable principal congruences 
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(EDPC) whose sub directly irreducibles have linearly ordered congruence lattices. A 
variety l' is a congruence relative Stone variety of length n (n < w) if CoCA) has 
length ~ n, for all A E "Ysl' Recall that any variety with EDPC is congruence 
distributive and that a sufficient condition for a congruence distributive variety to 
have EDPC is that it is locally finite, and that it has the congruence extension 
property. A quaternary function on an algebra A is called a normal transform on A if 
for all a, b, c, d E A 

t(a,b,c,d) = {~ if c == dO ( a, b), 
otherwise. 

Observe that the normal transform completely determines the congruence lattice 
of A. We recall the following theorem (Blok, Kohler and Pigozzi [1984, Theorem 
4.3]). 

THEOREM 8.6. Let l' be a variety. The following are equivalent. 
(i) l' is a congruence relative Stone variety (of length ~ n) with permuting 

congruences. 
(ii) There is a quaternary term t of l' such that for every subdirectly irreducible 

A E 1', CoCA) is a chain (of length ~ n) and t coincides with the normal transform 
on A. 

The following lemma will be needed. 

LEMMA 8.7. Let A be an algebra, such that CoCA) is a chain and t a quaternary 
term which coincides with the normal transform on A. 

(i) Let B be any subalgebra of a reduct of A such that t is a term for B. Then t 
coincides with the normal transform on B, and Co(B) is a chain as well. 

(ii) If B E H(A), then t coincides with the normal transform on B, too. 

PROOF. (i) Let a, b,c, dEB. If c == dOB(a, b), then certainly c == dOA(a, b), and 
hence tea, b, c, d) = d. Since, conversely, tea, b, c, d) = d implies 

d = t ( a, b, c, d) == t ( a, a, c, d) = c mod 0 B ( a, b), 

we get tea, b, c, d) = c if c 1= dOB(a, b). Thus t coincides with the normal transform 
on B. The last remark follows since 0A(a, b) n B2 = OB(a, b). 

(ii) Let B = A/cp, cp E CoCA), and a, b, c, dE A. Then c/cp == d/cp, O(a/cp, b/cp) 
implies c == dO(a, b) V qJ. Since CoCA) is a chain, O(a, b) V qJ = O(a, b) or O(a, b) 
V qJ = qJ. In the first case we have tea, b, c, d) = d, and hence 
t(a/qJ, b/qJ, c/qJ, d/qJ) = d/qJ. In the second case we get c/qJ = d/qJ, hence 
t(a/qJ, b/qJ, c/qJ, d/qJ) = d/qJ as well. If c/qJ =I=- d/qJ, O(a/qJ, b/qJ), then c 1= d, 
O(a,b), and hence t(a,b,c,d)=c. Thus t(a/qJ,b/qJ,c/qJ,d/qJ)=c/qJ, and t 
coincides with the normal transform on B. 

Weare now ready to state the main result of this section. 

THEOREM 8.8. Let l' be a finitely generated congruence relative Stone variety with 
permuting congruences. Then l' has FHAP hereditarily. Furthermore, if l' is of 
length ~ n, then T( 1') is of height ~ n. 
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PROOF. Since l' is finitely generated, l' is of length ~ n for some n < w. By 
Theorems 8.6 and 5.1 any congruence relative Stone variety with permuting con-
gruences has FHAP. In order to prove l' has FHAP hereditarily, it is sufficient to 
show that every if/'E T(1') is finitely generated, congruence relative Stone, and 
congruence permutable. We will do this by induction on the height of if/'. If 
h (if/') = 0, then if/' = l' and by the hypotheses on l' we are done. Suppose 
if/" E T(1'), h(if/") > 0. Then if/" = d(if/')q for some q E Q, Q E if/'FS and we 
may assume if/' is finitely generated, congruence relative Stone, and congruence 
permutable. By 6.3(iii) if/" is finitely generated. Let t be a quaternary term of if/' 
such that t coincides with the normal transform on all sub directly irreducible 
algebras in if/'. Since t(q, q, q, q) = q, t E 'Tq, and hence t is a d(if/')q-term. We 
claim that t coincides with the normal transform on all sub directly irreducibles in 
d(if/')q as well, and that Co(B) is a chain, for all B E (d(if/')qhsJ' By Theorem 
6.3(i), d(if/')q = HSP{AqIA E if/'FSJ}' Since if/' is finitely generated, the set {AqIA 
E if/'FSJ} is finite. By Lemma 8.5 d(if/')q is congruence distributive, and therefore 
(d(if/')q)sJ ~ HS{Aq: A E if/'FSJ}' It follows from Lemma 8.7(i) that t coincides 
with the normal transform on the Aq, and that Co(Aq) is a chain, for all A E if/'FSJ' 
Applying (i) and (ii) of the same Lemma 8.7, we see that t coincides with the normal 
transform on all algebras in (d(if/')qhl' and that all of them have a congruence 
lattice which is linearly ordered. Thus by Theorem 8.6, d(if")q is a congruence 
relative Stone variety with permuting congruences. Finally, if if/' is of length ~ k, 
then Co(A) is of length ~ k, for all A E if"FSI' Let a be the coatom of Co(A). The 
map 

defines an embedding of Co(Aq) into (a] ~ Co(A). Thus Co(Aq) is of length 
~ k - 1, A E if"FSI' and hence so is Co(B), for all B E (~)SJ' Thus d(if/')q is of 

length k - 1. It follows that no path of T(1') can have length exceeding n, and thus 
that T(1') has height ~ n. 

The condition of the theorem is not necessary: there are finitely generated 
varieties (with CEP) which have FHAP, hereditarily but fail to be congruence 
relative Stone. 

EXAMPLE 8.9. Let A = {O, 1,2,3,4,5}, and let a, /3, Y, JL be equivalence relations 
on A with partitions P" = 0112345, Pp = 01123145, Py = 01124135, and Pp. = 
0112131415. Let L be the lattice {~, JL, /3, y, a, V'} in Figure 2. Then L is an 
arithmetical sublattice of the lattice of equivalence relations on A, and hence, by 
Pixley [1985, Lemma 3.1] there is a function f: A 3 ~ A, compatible with L such that 
for all u, D, X, yEA, f(u, D, D) = U, f(u, D, u) = u, f(u, U, D) -= D, and in addition, 
for any algebra whose congruence lattice is L, 

x=y8{U,D} ifandonlyif f{u,v,x}=f{u,v,y}. 

Let A = (A,f, a)UEA' Then Co(A) = L, and 1'= HSP(A) is a finitely generated, 
arithmetical variety with CEP, but is clearly not congruence relative Stone. We will 
now show that l' has FHAP hereditarily. Note that "Ysl = I{A,A//3,A/y,A/a}. 
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f3 

By Theorem 5.1, then, i"" has FHAP. Further, i""FS = J(A/a), and A/a is polynomi-
ally equivalent to the 2-element Boolean algebra on {O, I}. By applying Theorem 
6.3(iii) we see that d(i"")o is polynomially equivalent to the variety of Boolean 
algebras. Similarly, d(i""h is the variety generated by the 4-element algebra Al = 
({2,3,4,5},f,i)2';i';5' and hence polynomially equivalent to a variety of Boolean 
algebras with two extra constants. Thus d(i"")o and d(i""h have FHAP, and since 
both are semisimple, we can conclude that i"" has FHAP hereditarily. 

We conclude with some examples, illustrating the results and methods of this 
section. 

EXAMPLE 8.10. Let S2n = {-n, ... , -2, -1,1,2, ... , n}, and let S2n+l = S2n U {OJ, 
for 1 ~ n < w, and SI ~ {OJ. Let Sk = (Sk' v, 1\ ,-', ~ ), 1 ~ k < w, where x v 
y = max{x, y}, x 1\ y = min{x, y}, -,x = -x, and 

{ -,x v y 
x~y= 

-,x 1\ Y 

and let Y'k = HSP(Sk)' k = 1,2, .... 

if x ~ y, 
if x> y, 

The algebras in /I'k are the Sugihara algebras of order k, k < w. They are the 
algebras associated with certain relevance logics, cf. Dunn [1970], Tokarz [1980], and 
Blok and Dziobiak [1985]. 

Since S k has a lattice reduct, Y'k is congruence distributive, and hence (Y'k) Sf ~ 
HS(Sk)' Note that S(S2n) = {S2k: 1 ~ k ~ n}, S(S2n+l) = {Sk: 1 ~ k ~ 2n + I}. 
For a, b E Sk' lal < Ibl, 

x == y (J ( a, b) iff x = y or -I b 1 ~ x, y ~ 1 b I, 
hence CO(S2n);::; CO(S2n+l) ;::; n + 1, the (n + I)-element chain. We find that 
HS(Sk) = J{Sj: 1 ~j ~ k, and thus (Y'k)Sf = J{S/ 2 ~j ~ k}. It is easy to verify 
that the algebras Sj have the CEP, and hence, by Davey [1977], so does Y'k' Thus Y'k 
is a congruence relative Stone variety. Finally, 

p(x, y, z) = [x v((z ~ y) ~ x)] 1\ [y v((x ~ y) ~ z)] 

is a Mal'cev term for Sk' hence Y'k is congruence permutable as well. By Theorem 
8.8, Y'k has FHAP hereditarily, and its height is r k 1/2. 

We could have obtained this result in a more direct manner using Theorem 5.2. 
Let k> 2 and f= {S/ 2 ~j ~ k}. Clearly F".-(n) E PsD(f). The simples in 
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H(f) are isomorphic to S2 or S3' and since S3 is quasiprimal (cL Berman [1983, 
#086#]), it therefore follows that (H(f»s is multiplicative. Since Co(S) is a 
finite chain, it has a unique coatom a. Finally, by choosing Os, Is, +, ., ' to be -j, 

J J + j, V, /\, id, respectively, we see that (iv), (v), and (vi) of the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.2 are satisfied as well. Thus the variety Y'k has FHAP. Now let a be the 
coatom of CO(Sk) and let Sk/a = S3. The a-blocks of Sk are {-k}, [-k + 1, k - 1], 
and {k}, so that (SkLl and (Sk)+l are I-element algebras, while (Sk)O = Sk-2. 
Using Theorem 6.3 we infer d(Y'kLl and d(Y'k)+l are trivial varieties, while 
d(Y'k>O = Y'k-2· It thus follows again that Y'k has FHAP hereditarily. For k odd, 
T( Y'k) looks like Diagram F. 

DIAGRAMF 

Here :T denotes the trivial variety. 
U sing the results of the previous section we can determine the structure and 

cardinality of the finitely generated free algebras in any of the Y'k. Of course, since 
Y'2 is the variety of Boolean algebras, IFy,(n)I = 22" and Fy2(n) ~ Sr. The algebra 
S3 is #086# of Berman [1983]; IFy/n)1 = 22" . 33"-2"-1 and Fy3(n) ~ Sr X 
S 2"-2"-1 

3 . 

First we discuss the free directly indecomposables associated with S3. Let k > 3, 
and let for 1 ~ 3, I,: S, --+ S3 be the unique surjective homomorphism onto S3. We 
claim that Theorem 7.11 and Remark 7.13 apply. Note that (Sk)Sl = {S,: 2 ~ 1 ~ k}. 
It is clear that for every I, 2 < 1 ~ k, an embedding iJ: S, --+ Sk can be found such 
that in fact j,: (S" I,) --+ (Sk' Ik). Therefore, given X = {Xl'···' Xn }, f: X --+ S3 
such that [f(X)] = S3' in applying Theorem 7.11 we can restrict ourselves to 
checking 7.12 for all j: (X, f) --+ (Sk,fk). For example, if I(xl ) = l(x2) = 0, then 
for any fundamental operation C(Xl' x 2) of Sk we can take Co = c, as {O} is a 
sub algebra of S3. If I(xl ) = -1, l(x2) = 0 then we can take 'I (Xl) = Xl V,X l, 
V o(xl, x 2) = X2, and --+l(Xl, x 2) = Xl V ,Xl. The various other cases can be 
treated similarly. It follows from the theorem that 

+1 
IF(YtlFD/~S3(X,f) 1 = L 1 Fd(S"d'(X;) I· 

i~-l 
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Since d(YkLl = d(Yk)+l = fT, and d(Yk)o = Y k- 2 we get 

I F(Yk)FDI ~ s,( X,j) I = I FyH(1 Xo I) I + 2. 

Actually, from the proof of Theorem 7.7 we can infer that 

FWdFDlJ.S,(X,j) =..1 EB FyH(IXol) EB T , 

where ..1 and T are a new smallest and largest element, respectively, adjoined to 
FS" (Xo) (cf. Blok and Dziobiak [1985]). 

k-2 

Since (Yd FDI ! S2 = {S2}' the only free directly indecomposable associated with 
S2 is S2 itself. In order to find FyJX), we apply Corollary 7.5. Note that 

d al D 2n D3n-l . (Yk)o = Y 3 , and as we observe ready, Fy,(X) = i~lS2 X i~2n+1S3. For 1 ~ I 

~ 3n - l let /;: X ~ S3 be the map Pil x. Then {/;: 1 ~ i ~ 2n} = {a, l}x, and {/;: 
2n + 1 ~ i ~ 3n - I} is the set of all maps j: X ~ S3 such that [f(X)] = S3. Thus 

and 

and hence 

FyJn) == sf X Il (..1 EB Fyk _2(n O) EB T)(n-l~O"I) 
n_l +nO+nl ~n 
l~no~n-l 

or, equivalently, 

Thus 

(8.11) 

In a similar way it can be verified that Examples 1.2 and 1.4 have FHAP 
hereditarily, and recursive formulas for the structure and cardinality of their free 
objects can be found. Indeed, for k ~ 2, both !Jd k and J k are congruence relative 
Stone with permuting congruences, of length k, and hence have FHAP hereditarily, 
by Theorem 8.8. Up to isomorphism, the only simple algebra in !Jd k is the 2-element 
generalized Boolean algebra Q with 1 distinguished on {a, I}. Hence (!Jdk)o is the 
variety of generalized Boolean algebras, and F(&i'k)O(n) = Q2n-l. More specifically, if 
X = {Xl' ... ' Xn}, and §= {!: X ~ Q I [f(X)] = Q}, then F(&i'k)O(X) = DIE FQ· 
As in the Sugihara case, we can apply Theorem 7.11 and Remark 7.13 to determine 
the free directly indecomposables, and find that for j E § 
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Here Xl = f -\ {I}), and ..1 is a new smallest element By Corollary 7_5 
F@(X) = n (..1 EB F@_ (I-l({I}))) 

k IE.'!! ' 1 

= n 
(ct Kohler [1973])_ 

Up to isomorphism, the only simple algebra in 5 k is the 2-element interior 
algebra 12 , with universe {O, I}_ Hence the prime variety of 5 k , (5do, is 5 2 - Since 
DO = 0, 01 = 1, 12 is essentially a Boolean algebra, and Fy,(X) = DIE (O,1jxI2- As 
in Example 7_18 we can argue that d(5dl = 5 k-- 1, the variety of generalized 
interior algebras with 1, generated by 11,:-1' while d(5k )() = .Jk-- l , the dual variety of 
5 k-- l , consisting of generalized closure algebras with 0, and generated by 11,:-1-
Corollary 7.17 applies again, hence, for f E {O, 1 }X, 

I F(Yk)FDd I 2 ( X,f) I = 1 Fyk-_J X) 1 + I F.i'-_l (X) I = 2 ·1 Fy,-) X) I, 
and IFyJn)1 = (2 ·IFy,-jn)!)2". By similar reasoning IFyk_Jn)1 can be expressed in 
terms of IFyk_,(n)1 and continuing this way we obtain the cardinality of Ff,(n). The 
formula given in Example 1.4 reveals in addition the structure of Fy,( n); this goes 
beyond the methods of this paper and we refer the interested reader to Blok [1976] 
for details. 

TABLE 1 
Summary of results for some varieties 1/ generated by a 3-element algebra. The prime variety iO 

contains a single simple algebra Q with universe {O.l}. The notation #xyz# refers to the entry number 
in Berman [1983]. The column with heading IFrFDdQ(n.f)1 is the cardinality of the free directly 
indecomposable with n free generators. i = Irl(O)I. j = Irl(1)1. n = i + j. 

1/ 'Y,) CfI = d(1/)o if/' = d( 1/)] IF,vFDI j Q{ n. fJl IF,v{n)1 

Stone alg. Trivial Dist. lattices 11 

Example 1.1 
B. Alg. with unit 1 + IF.'iJ] (J)I n (I + IF.'iJ](JJI)(j) 

#186# 2" factors IF<fi(i) 1 = 1 F,r(j) = F.'iJ] (J) J~o 

~3 Gen. B. Alg. Trivial Gen. B. Alg. n-] 
1 + 221-] n (1 + 221-] )(j) Example l.2 2" - 1 factors !F<fi(i)1 = 1 IF,r(j)1 = 221-1 

#103# J~O 

Example l.3 
B. Alg. B. Alg. Trivial 11 

with a = 1213 1 + 22' n (1 + 22')(7) 

#229# 2" factors IF<fi(i) 1 = 22' IF,r(j) 1 = 1 i=O 

Raca [1969] B.Alg. Trivial Boolean groups n 

Example 6.5 IF<fi(i)1 = 1 IF,r (j) 1 = 2) 
1 + 2) n (1 + 2J)(j) 

2" factors J~o #185# 
B. Alg. Trivial Bounded semilattices n 

Example 6.6 !F<fi( i) 1 = 1 IF,r(j)1 = 1 .;. 2J 1 + 1 + 2J n (2 + 2,)(j) 
2" factors J~O 

Raca [1969] B. Rings Trivial B. Rings n 

Example 6.8 IF<fi(i) 1 = 1 IF,r(j) 1 = 221-] 
1+221-] n (I + 22J -])<jl 

2" - 1 factors )~I #130# 

B.Alg. Trivial Gen. B. Alg. " Heyting alg. 1+22'-] n (1 + 22'-1)<j) 
#187# 2" factors IF<fi( i)1 = 1 IF>r(j) 1 = 221-] J~O 
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TABLE 2 
Summary of results, for the example varieties. The column headed ~ gives a description of the simple 

algebras in ~ and the number of directly indecomposable factors of Ff"o(n) (and also of Ff"(n». The 
column with heading IFf"FDdQ(n,f)1 gives the cardinality of the free directly indecomposable with n free 
generators, for i E Q, n; = If- 1(i)l, Ln; = n. 

"'Y ro d(n iF"FDI.Q(n,fl! 

!llk Q is a gen. B. alg. d ( "'Y)o is trivial 
Brouwerian alg. Q = {0,1} 

d("'Y)1 = !!Jk_1 1 + !F.'i',_,(nJl! 
Example 1.2 2" - 1 factors 

C 
Q is primal d("'Y); = HSP(A,) cl" + ... +ck' 

Example 1.3 Q = {1, ... ,k} A, is primal where m = 
k" factors !A;! = c, c1'lc22 ... c;:* 

J k Q is a B. alg. d( "'Y)o = .ik-_ I 
Interior alg. Q = {O, I} 

d("'Y)1 = J k-_ I 
2!F",_,(n)! 

Example 1.4, Fact 7.8 2" factors 
HSP(Zp2) Zp = {O,I, ... ,p -I} d("'Y); =$b; pn+2 

Examples 5.5, 7.19 p" factors i = O, ... ,p - 1 
Q is primal 

Example 6.7 Q={O,I, ... ,m-l} d("'Y); = HSP(A;) L !Fd("J,(n;)! 
mIl factors i=l 

Complemented Q1 = < {O, I}, " • ) 
d("'Y)1 = B. rings 

Semigroups Q 2 = < {2, 3}, " • ) d("'Y); is trivial 
Q( 1 + 22"'-1 

Example 6.9 each has for i = 0,2,3 Q2: 2 
2" - 1 factors 
QI - S:J 

Sk 
QI = {-1,0,1} 

d("'Y)o = S"k-2 QI: 
Sugihara Alg. 3" - 2" - 1 factors !f?r,_2(nO)! + 2 

Q2"" S2 d("'Y), is trivial 
Example 8.10 

Q2 = {2,3} for i = -1,1,2,3 Q2: 2 

2" factors 
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